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INDIAN CEREMONIAL, SEPT.
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FJavajos, Zunis, Hopis, Utes and Five Ollner Tribe 0
jilBGE DAVIS ACCEPTS NOMINATION

WEAVER TIPPLE

IN A RINGING SPEECH FULL OF PEP

FIRE DESTROYS WEAVER

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN
PRIMARY

NOT REBUILT

VM

TIPPLE

POWER HOUSE SAVED BY HARD ROOT

NOTICE is hereby given that a
Republican
Primary is hereby
After the destruction by fire of called to meet at
in
Precinct No
Weaver tipple Superintendent Horace
Moses put a force of men to work of McKinley County on Wednesclearing away the debris and making day, September 20th, 1922, at the
M. to elece
ready to rebuild the tipple, when a hour of
wire was received from John M. Sully, delegates to the Republican County
Convention which will be held in
can be obtained as to the meaning cf Gallup, New Mexico, on Wednes.Mr. bully s orders, but it is understood, day
afternoon,
September 27th,
1022, at the hour of 2:30 P. M.,
that Gallup American Coal Company
for
of
the purpose
officials consider it out of the ques-- l
nominating cantion to maintain an army of deputy) didates for the Renuhliran tickft
for
and
sheriffs in order to protect their pro
Legislative
County offices
perties, as with the increase of wages to tie voted on at the general election
next
November.
which will be added to the cost of coal
All Remihlicans and nil those ile.
production, and to make additional
to affiliate with the Repub" M llinni vio. siring
ivin IVa juviilll null business.
One of) lican party are urged to attend.
mining
prohibitive
OKfcuUKY PAGE,
stated that'
the company officials
Chairman.
should the Weaver tipple be rebuilt it
Attest:
might be burned down the first night
CHARLES W. DAVIS,
after it was finished. This will greatly'
Secretary.
hamper the production of coal in tm
district as Weaver mine was one of
the most profitable producers in this

I

SPEECH OF CONSTRUCTIVE THOUGHT,
IN CONTRAST TC THAT OF SENATOR
JONES, WHICH DEALT ONLY WITH

CRITICISMS.

I

i

The following address was delivered by Judge S. B. Davis,
Jr.. f Las Vegas, before the Republican state convention,
accepting tne unuea states senatorial nomination :

FIRE OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN STARTS AT
9:12 MONDAY NIGHT AND IN TWENTY
....
MINUTES WHOLE STRUCTURE WAS
MASS OF FLAMES, SPREADING TO
POWER HOUSE WHERE QUANTITY OF

on. was ?mPFn incc rcTiHAtcn

AT $40,000, COVERED BY INSURANCE.

At twelve minutes after nine o'clock Monday night fire
tions will cause another cataclysm on
was discovered in the Weaver tipple and in twenty minutes the
that continent. The problems of today
whole structure was a mass of flames. An armv of fire fhrhtera
be nominated for office by any are not those of yesterday, and as the
To be result ot that war, of changing eco
nartv- is an honor.
nlitiral
was soon organized and all efforts concentrated to save the
-..
rumftd
bvthe Republican party of this nomic and social relations, difficulties
power
plant. The power plant was in danger for several hours
tUte as its candidate for the highest greater than have arisen for a gener-effic- e
while flames consumed the tipple. Men fought fire in the
within its gift is the greatest! ation, now confront us. Only a fool- smoke and suffered considerably from the intense heat. The
konnr that can come to one of its citi ish and presumptuous man would
loss is estimated at $40,000.00, covered by insurance.
I appreciate it as such, but claim that he holds in his own brain
mm.
stronger than my appreciation of the the remedy for all the ills which district.
Weaver mine is one of the best producers of coal in the
STATE REPUBLICAN
honor and stronger than my gratitude afflict us. But we can safely say that
With the development of Mine No.
whole
Gallup American group. While Mine No. 5 is being
must
as
these
solved
in
that
faith
be
me,
CENTRAL
COMMITTEE
problems
finally
fa Tour
great
5, fire proof tipples, and all operations
developed, Weaver supplied the needs for the Gallup Ameriby the application of those principles concentrated at one place, the properis, is my deep feeling of the responsof human justice which in the hands ties can be
The personnel of the state com- can. At the time of the fire this mine was producing five hunibility which you have placed upon of
guarded by a small force
the Republican party, guiding the of men.
m. He who accepts such a trust
mittee follows:
dred and fifty tons per day. Arrangements were being made
Bernalillo county Jesus Romero, to increase this
Names no light burden. It is for destinies of our nation, have made us
Speaking of working Weaver mine,
output to seven hundred tons per day. One
kirn to carry on the struggle for those the most powerful, the most indepenE.
W.
R. Walton,
Breece, Mrs.
Mr. Moses stated that the mine could George
o
hundred
and
most
men are out of work.
and
feventy-twthe
all
01
dent,
upon
A.
prosperous
underlying Republican principles
Hubbell, Albuquerque.
he reached from Mine No. 6, but that F,
and the peoples of the world. Those prinwhich our party was founded,
The fire of unknown origin, which
Catron county J. R .Gaunt, Reit would be seven or eight
probably
threatened the big power plant.
serve; W. S. Fullerton, Datil.
grasp the torch lighted by our fathers ciples are eternal, but human memory years before such would be done.
and bear H on undimmed for the fu- - is fleeting. Only two years ago, you
Chaves
MRS.
lighted up the whole vicinity of GibThe sheriff's office has been workcounty E. A. Cahoon,
tare.
Those who have gone before will remember, a great political cam- ing on a clue as to the cause of the Praeger Miller, Mrs. Bess L. Phillips,'
son, and the reflection was witnessed
heritOS have left us a glorious party
paign was fought to decide whether fire. When one of the guards discov Roswell. '
n
Mrs. Adelina
was for miles around.
One of the guards, who first saw
Colfax
O. L. rhillips,! bom in Los Lunas, N. M., the
age. I am not one of those who the country should abandon its tradi- ered the fire he fired his Plst" in
county
in order to
Relieve that all good originated with tional policy of
give the alarm. The pistol Thomas McBride, Raton: Mrs. G. M.I daughter of Manuel B. Otero and the fire, fired his pistol in order to
the Republican
give the alarm. The pistol shot atparty, and all evil European affairs and become but a shot attracted the atention of a - firV - Hanson, Dawson; Geo. H. Webster,; Eloisa Luna de Otero. She rewith our opponents.
tracted the atetntion of others nearby,
It would be a cog in a wheel of government called men at the power house, looking out Cimarron,
ceived her schooling at Madame's
strsnge thing if all political virtue the League of Nations. The Ameri- of a window he saw a man running
county George McClain, of the Sacred Heart academy, St. and a man was seen running away
lurry
H. A. Miller, Clevis.
from the place. He ran a though
was concentrated in one group of our can people placed the sea lof approval excitedly from the
tipple, going in a Texico;
Louis, Mo.
De Baca county
nut population. Nor do I say that upon the Republican policy of avoid- - northly direction. This has furnishrd
Pedro Romero,
n
has been excited. This may lead to a clue.
Mrs.
Miss Marjorie Edwards, Ft. Sumner.
Had the power plant been destroyed
or party has made no mistakes. Hu- - inir foreign entanglements, and repu-- 1 a clue which is being followed.
of schools of Santa
Sum mMinn in hminil
in rn WTnnp diateil the Democratic plan that we
Dona Ana county Mrs. F W. Par- - superintendent
Gallup would have been without lights
F"e county for six years, and is
naand power, for. some tima. or until
sometimes, and no individual and no should surrender a part oi our
'iker, Santa Fei Frank T.. F'rencb., H. chairman - of: - the tee
ti. tiou, lbs truces.
arty can always be ripht on all mat-.t- tional sovereignty to a worldand chairman of the public Mine No. 6 plant could have been cut
board,
And so finally anil so
in. Just recently the electric plant of
The individual who solves a
Eddy
county W. F. McElvain, welfare department of the
BOMB ARTISTS
Mine No. 5 has been completed so
land red problems of his own, whether definitely was that principle settled
Carlsbad; S. E. Feree, Artesia.
Women's
Federation
of
that it can furnish lights and power,
business or family or private af-i- that the platform of the Democratic
Grant county W. D. Murray, V. clubs.
S inevitably makes some errors, paity adopted in this city last week,
INDICTED
F. Fox, Silver City; F, N. Carrier,
but not sufficient for all the mines
Mrs.
was chairand the town of Gallup until further
Santa Kita.
and political parties are but collections can be read in vain for any reference
man of the legislative committee
of individuals. However that may be, to what they then declared to be vital
Guadalupe county J. V. Gallegos,
of the New Mexico Federation of developments.
SANTA FE, Sept. 12Walter V Santa
Five Santa Fe cars were destroyed
for sixty years the principles of the
n
Rosa; R. A. Ortiz, Newkirk; Women's clubs during the
FedMate
of
the
.r,le of his Seyfned, president
and one other car badly damaged in
Amado I'erea. Vaughn.
Republican
woman's
and
party have received the whi..h th.v a.W th
for
suffrage
Andrew
and
of
Bruno,
eration
Labor,
this fire. There was no wind at the
Harding county E. F, Callegos,
approbation of the American people country to retain them in power
child welfare legislation was sucof Albuqueroue, were indicted by the
time of the fire or else the flames
Mrs. L H. Brock, Mosquero.
who have decreed that that party
Gallegos;
She
carried
Harding's Achievements'.
through.
cessfully
on
of
the
federal
charge
grand jury
should carry on their governmental
might have spread to nearby buildHidalgo county F rank R. Coon, has been connected
with move"Silent, too, is that platform upon unlawfully carrying explosives, conL.
Charles
ings.
affairs. The exceptions
have been the great achievement of the adminisMcGhee,
Lordsburg;
betterand
welfare
ments
the
for
from
of
Albuquergunpowder,
' few and far
It will require two months before
between, quickly regrett- tration of President Harding in the sistingN. M., to Trinidad, Colo., on a Steins.
ment of women and children, and
que,
Lea county A. D. Jones, A. L. htr administration of her office of this mine can be operated again. This
ed and decisively repudiated. Look negotiation of treaties with the lead- common
these
and
ta'tintf
with
carrier,
hack upon party records and you will
in may cause a shortage of coal in this
public school superintendent
coach on Steel, Lovington. Tom
ing nations of the world limiting naval explosives into a
And that nearly all of political pro- Lincoln county
vicinity, or territory supplied by GalDubois, Corunusualhas
been
Fe
Santa
armament, settling grave matters of which people were passenge'
on
county
tickets
traveling
lup.
ona; H. P. Clark, Clenco; Mrs. J. E. ly successful.
of progressive legislation, of international dispute, and, so far as
The glare of the high flames atKss,which looks to political, social this country is concerned, laying the they purchased.
Carrizozo.
Mrs. Warren is the first woman
The arrest of Seyfred and P.runo Farley,
tracted many people ana a great crowd
Luna county Fred Sherman, Dem-inand racial freedom, of the solving of foundation for perpetual peace."
in New Mexico to be nominated for
in the latetr part of August on an
went out from Gallup and the other
Mrs. Dora E. Burton, Columbus.
economic and financial problems, has
"The calling of that conference and A. T. & S. F. train when it stopped
congress.
"
mining camps.
McKinley county Gregory Page,
teen brought about by the Republican conducting it to successful
fruition t a siiion a lew nines iimm vi
soon
so
This
H.
V.
coming
C.
N,
catastrophe
Cotton,
The
Oallup.
Denny,
are
we
arty.
were acts of a Republican administra- A lhiinuerriup. was a ereat sensation
past is glorious,
and
after the soldiers were
Mora county J. R. Aguilar, Wagon
stly entitled to the greatest pride in tion so beneficial to mankind that not because of the discovery of alleged
the lifting of martial law just a few
it; but no individual, no people ami even the Democratic party in its plat- bombs concealed in a suit cons. The Mound; S. A. Taylor, Nolan; M. A.
considSTATE REPUBLICAN days before was the cause of
Sanchez, Santa Fe.
no party can live on the past.
Jne form dares to attack them. And let
bombs were IK inches long
erable unfavorable comment. During
Otero county 0. M. Lee, Mrs. L.
bee that ceases to grow dies, and the it be frankly said also that many of alleged
who
was
Fean
to
Santa
a
all the time of martial law there waa
M. Jones, J. B. Newell, Alamogordo.
according
CONVENTION
ceases to progress perishes. that party, including, 1 believe, the nn
that
neur
and
was
trHin
the
sittimr
rrty
bey
no trouble of any consequence in this
rr. ,
Quay county S. M. Wharton, A.
n
Democratic senator from New Mexico, fried and Bruno at the time of their
i roDiema
oi loaay.
coal district.
Hurley, A. W. Height, Tucumcari.
A few vears atro Eurone was sur- - gave their influence towards its succonvention
As the mines had authorized an inThe State Republican
airest.
Rio Arriba
county Ed Sargent,
facely a collection of friendly coun- cess and voted for its accomplishment.
declared there
officials
nomiRailroad
after
crease in wages to miners andmore
El Rito; P. H. adjourned last Saturday
J.
H.
Chama;
Sargent,
tries, but it held the seeds of hatred
Protective Tariff.
was 8 plot to DIOW up ine nuicn Hill, Sr., Espanola; Mrs. Sofia Cor- nating a strong ticket, adopt in a men were being added daily, soon
Which soon
produced the most terrible
there would have been some big pay
wish I could say as much for 'tunnel
',1
dova, Truchas.
platform of sound constructive prinwar man has ever experienced.
No our Democratic friends in their atti
and all went home with a de- days for this section. Weaver oeing
Mrs.
H
W.
Roosevelt
ciples,
Ball,
county
WW can say how soon
existing condi- - tude towards the tariff. Whatever
termination to carry the coming state out of commission will cut the pay
Portales; Mrs. W. E. Lindsey,
election by the biggest Republican roll to a great decrease, all of which
wc may believe as to special schedules
YOUR COMMUNITY
GIVE
means a loss to this whole trade terand us to the amount of duty to be
Sandoval county Mariano G. Mon-toy- majority in our history.
A HOOST
In another place we publish the list ritory.
on particular articles, the
P. F. Armijo, Berimposed
Bernalillo;
DR. CHARLES LEE HILL.
of candidates and the plationn.
nalillo; Ed Salazar, Cuba.
Republican party always has been and
'
The dates set for the
The issues are clear and plain. The NEIL P. JUDD HAS"
S. R. Coon, Az-teJuan
San
rinw nledi'cd to a protective tariff.
county
Indian Ceremonial, September
in New Mexico wus
Dr. Charles Lee Hill, nominated
party
Republican
L.
it is its fundamental principle in tariff
James
F'armington.
COMPLETED
WORK
Wade,
not
tar
.'KMh,
are
2Xth, 2!th and
for
governor by the
Republican (making, that duties shall he linposcu
San Miguel county Secundino Ro- never in better shape to win nn elecNeil P. Judd, in charge of the
distant. In order to insure a sucstate convention, wns born in MonLas Vegas; Airs. Ramon Galle- tion.
Inot alone for revenue hut also to cessful
mero,
work for the National Geoceremonial the membership
roe County, Ohio, in 1806. He grew
at
rtwt
D.
Ve
of
production
J, Leahy, Las
gos, San Jose:
;tcaalizo the
must be materisociety, Washington, D. C,
graphical
association
the
of
as-ADD
in Ohio, and was gradTO
ST.
MARY
home with that ahriad, affording
gas; Mrs. t. W. li. Ward, f,ast UiS'
has completed his 1U22 cork and reTo date one hunincreased.
uated from the Cincinnati cental
ally
American
to
p.is;t
iind
protection
tire
ANOTHER BUILDING turned to Washington for the winter.
Vegas.
members have been
college. He practiced his professhihnr nnd American industries. On dred and five hundred members ure
Santa Fe county Mrs. G. W.
St. Mary hospital will add another This work is being carried on at a
two
secured;
ion in Wheeling, W. V., for sevthis
in
and
Kate
Mrs.
Mte at;
Hall, building for the purpose of taking point between Aztec and Crown Point.
this tjuestion,
Prichanl, Santa Fe;
to successfully fin.incc
eral years before
Santa Fe; M. A. Ortiz, Santa Fe; Gil-- ! care of contagious diseases.
coming to New lcat, we ha e a
HHy issue,11 necessary
It is Mr. Judd's findings will be reported to
With the view of securfair.
this
Mexico about
as
Fe.
Democratic
berto Mirnbal, Santa
for the
platform,
thirty years ago.
members i camplanned to build a modern place for his society .and published in due time.
Dr. Hill is president of the board 'evtrnd this feature from the mass of ing additional
A.
Woolfnrd,!
H,
Sierra county
the care of diseases that can not be He will return again next spring and
will be launched next week
oi regents of the New Mexico colHot allowed in the main hospital.
v.'ord.-- that enshroud? it, declares for, paign
Robert
Martin,
Hillshoro;
continue the work.
the
by the membership committee,
lege of agriculture and mechanic In tariff which, and I urn quot'ng its
o
Springs.
diseases should be cared for
.r scri-- 1 goal to be two hundred members
1
arts, and hus been a member of the iai'fcuaue, 'wiii ,..t
r
re
r
socorro county
jNicnois,
Rooms must be
scientifically.
board under three governors.
He oust' in jure a:.y industry economic-- ! before Saturday night, September
Miss Cora Moffitt, Socorro; vj,i,i .,. .hat fumigation can be rron- 2:Jrd.
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET
has been a Rennhlicnn nil his life.
Mrs. A ton Mayer, Socorro; G. E. San-t.r- y
ally piofitalle. They pn m;se no as-- ;
handled. Hath rooms and toilets
the committee calls on you
has supported the
faithfully. Isistaiice, tbev hold out no horn of aid,; DOWhen
oiM.oiiu.
so
me
party
wm
,e
DOWN!
several
mat
THEM
TURN
provuieu
NOT
He has never
Taos county Malaquias Martinez, Contagions diseases we have can be
offer nothing affirmative. Theyj
sought public office,
For senator, Stephen B. Davis,
Remember, you are investing in
and did not seek it at this time, but jthev
Taos; Lee Witt. Taos; A. C. Pacheco, (.an,(
comfor separately. Gallup has Jr., Las Vegas,
merely say to the woolgrower nnd to
of
your
allowed his name to go before the the other piodmers of this state, 'ifj the future progress
Arroynea
For congressman, Mrs, Adelina
irrown till tne oia way oi ireaiinu
By staging n successful
munity.
convention at the earnest request
Torrance county R. E. '.Farley,
Santa Fe.
you can proiiiaujy carry on juui uu
contagious diseases Is not only costly,
ceremonial this year all possibility
of his friends and
ReCresu.
B.
a
comoeuns
For governor, Dr. C. L. Hill,
tancia;
Salas, Willard;
ness wiinuui
prominent
hut hard to quarantine tor the protecuirui,
of failure in future years will be
publican leaders who felt that his all the rest of the world on an equal
tino
Wjllnrd.
Dona
Ana
Chaves,
tion of the public. We have contagicounty.
excluded. The financial benefit
name would
Union county W. C. Johnson, Clay- ous diseases every winter, snd there
For lieutenant governor,
strengthen the ticket. basis, go ahead and we will do nothing
that each individual member will
Dr. Hill is developing a tract of to n.u't you, but, on the other hand,
II.
Ks
H.
Mrs,
ton;
to
Errett, Clayton;
are so many people who appear
Gallegos, Gallegos, Harding
amount to
1J250 acres of lancf under the Elereap this year may notcountry-widtella Wooten, Clayton.
e
care absolutely nothing about protectvpu look for no help from us.' The
county.
much, but the
envery
Butt.fi
M.
and
of
F.d.
Los
the
phant
Valencia
Mexico
of
New
Otero,
necesFor
county
people
justice of the supreme court,
ing the public that it is very
rtisinir that Gallup and vicin
miles north of El Paso and
United States have had painful
R. P. Barnes, Albuquerque.
Lunas; Ilernardino Sedillo, Peralta; sary that we have a place where proptire
eight
measured
Judge
be
cannot
receive
will
miles north of Las Cruces. A
ity
e
Manuel Padilla v Chavez, San Rafael. er rare and treatment can be given
For secretary of state, J. A.
experience with that theory of
anu
cents.
dollars
that bears his nnmo bos
and they have repudiated it in if (V.iu i
Taos.
contagious diseases, but also to proin hn a community
established for some time, and the whenever offered to them. Let us
For
tect the public.
state
in
the
auditor, Hilarlo
man
business
affair, every
The tract
admit frankly that no tariff bill perSanta
Fe.
"immunity is growing.
is planned to have this building
It
CLUB
member.
GALLUP
TENNIS
a
be
should
community
Was Covered with
timhpr Anrl hruah fect in all its thousands of schedules
For state treasurer, 0. A. Mat-soready for use at just as early a date
Think
WINS SILVER CUP as
over, and when the comhen
he took it over, and with
was ever drawn or ever will be, but mittee itcalls, be ready to sign up
it is possible to build it.
Albuquerque.
characteristic
For attorney general, A. A. Sebegan the let us at the same time remember that
or better still, don't wait for the
now on
silver
beautiful
That
wk of making energy
cup
it productive.
no tariff bill not based on the proMESSAGES
FROM
dillo, Albuquerque.
RADIO
go to the office of J.
Dr. Hill is a director of the First
display in the window of the McKinFor superintendent of public Intective principle was ever enacted committee,
the Chamber of
THE DESERET NEWS
& Investment
Abstract
National bank of El Paso, and a without bringing
County
ley.
with it economic W. Chapmanandorsecure
Mrs. Maude L. Lleno
struction,
a memberCommerce
in
Mr.
cut
Yersin
his
radio
with
won
man of means. He has the
the
of
prize
Company is proof
reputatLincoln county.
disaster.
ediand
the
Club
over
the
Tennis
caught
ion of being a practical business
Wednesday night
by the Gallup
Period of Turmoil.
8hDon't
For corporation commie:'
man.
forget that this is YOUR Albuquerque. The cup was won In a torial rooms of the Deseret News at Pleasant
a..
H. HilL
"In our own country today we are ceremonial, dependent upon YOUR game
down
and
Lake
the
matches.
out
took
Salt
five
Dr. Hill U. .
of
of
four
City
For ttte- Jl
,
in a period of turmoil, unrest, of , the
ana
oeiniucH
Base
the
Ball
American
score
of
will
Mr.
interest
Yersin
the
states
cup
support,
that
Mrs. Thomas B. Newwughters,
TtvixUk
r, . I
of
SUCCeSS.
political,
Captain
fnr failure or
opinion,
t,
widest
divergence
vnil
Mr.
Yersin
man nf V p....
also
the
be
vyclub
for
the
-.t
it
and
League.
winning
caught
put up
.j
Fe.
;
even as to human rights WHICH IS IT TO BE?
three successive times will Keep tne flash that Mrs. Warren G. Harding
nm, who resides with her parents. economic, and
much
was
improved.
prize.
Continued on Pace 4, Column 3.)
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TIIZ GALLUP HZ3ALD, SATURDAY, SZPTEM5ER

16, 1922.

Mnnnnon hii.hal. making a total

!t.i.t

nf 8oR.000.000 bushels of
Vfhest in the United States, while the
r...JUn prno is estimated at ofSMr
000,000, making a grand total
for North
bushels
America.
as
Thou. Mtimntea are regarded
C
P. ISUTTON A CO.
respect
.o.Hvo .nciallv with both
in
to the yield of Spring Wheat,
United States and Canada, as the
the
continued iU up--; from firm to strong, and a number of
threshing returns are very favorable
onljr n occasional additional new high records for the
with regard to the quality of the grain
d not
long. New year were made, notably by the New
and the yield per acre.
1
tnat
were mad from day to York Central. Chicago & North wesi
Foreign crop reports indicate
i
r
at the clot of the month, tern, Great Northen Preferred, Pere
has raised 48,000,000 bushels
France
V.
t waa at its highest level. Marquette, Northern Pacific and
i
less WTieat this year than last year,
vl trade were inclined to ignore Southern Pacific. Buying of high class
Italy 30,000,000 less, and Germany
f reverse factors, such as the Coal railroad stock increased substantially
22,000,000 less, with additional losses
toasted.
This
1
e, threatened Rail Strike and the during the month, and a considerable
in other European countries outside of
one extra
are
i
ivorable news from abroad. Senti- - number of shares in that group went
Russia, where the crop prospects
:
a delightful
t became extremely bullish, andin to the highest prices of the year,
not nearly as bright now as they
gives
while there was an active iwwirp for
feellnr prevailed that we are
Conseauently.- it,
.n,o tima nirn
WCIC BWl".
period of prosperity that will low priced rails and the prevalent
..mm
hmmi necessary- to Msend
"'
not
be
maj
duplicated
to Rus
extend well into the coming year; and movement in these shares has been
grain from the United States
&e market is now discounting; in- - upward.
to feed tne people oi
sia
the Whole
On
fnOT. nnn rnnnrts
rrseed earnings and extra dividends There has also been a general rise
will benefit the stockholder in prices of railway bonds, especially!
were very favorable until within the
tne
on.
1
speculative issues, which
ten days hot winds have nearly
gave a remarkably demonstration of in as good if not better condition to past
Looey remains plentiful at
a
portion of the crop in
ruine
time
than
was
this
lust
at
it
reyear. Nebraska large
day
low rates, and this is one of strength by soaring to new high
and Kansas, ana mere n
load
in
both
locomotive
The
average
cords for the year.
t factors that makes e, most
deterioration
on the Southern Pacific has been some droughtCorn
State. The
feeling. The advene news is
The failure of the latest negotia- directions
other
every
nearly
8
increased
cent,
showing Government estimate, therefore, of
per
tested aside with a feeling that it is tions in Mew York to end the shop- - that their nearly
aissy
in
locomtives
con
are
good
esfaf temporary Condition and should! mmn'm utrilt. h
irlvpn now imTMtu
17.000.000 bushels, made August
an
not
as
and
a
have
dition
deteriorated
-t affect the general prosperity of to the movement for Federal control
i . iriii nr,hnhlv be reduced to 2,'JOO,
of the strike.
t-nnn'ono bushels or less when the Sep
of the reailroads as well as the an- - result
j ewaatry.
digestion.
Our
indicate
advices
the
that
issued. Foreign crop
XTte conditions, on the whole, look ' thracite coal mines, but we are con- - ment of other leading roads equipis in tember report is
will
fident
President
over
that
or
a
time
not
are
Harding
yet
very opumuuu,
period
pror?eroaa
aa good condition as that of reports
we believe it it well for the average not undertake to operate the roads equally
dry weather prevailing Italy
southern Pacific, consequently hot and Danubian
caoer to bear in mind tnat the ad until they have been given ample time the
countries, that has
foundation lor the claim and the
vance in stocks up to the present time to make good their claim that they there is no made
done some damage, and if
already
Labor
Union
by
discounted future prosperity to can operate close to normal, in spite repeatedly
secure the money or
that the equipment on these Fnmna ran
will pronch an extent that we should besi- - oz tne strike, and we believe that in leaders
equivalent to buy with, there
has
on
of
lines
deteriorated
account
be good demand
tcte about becoming too strongly com any event the operation of the roads the strike to such an extent
is bably continue to
it
that
to the bull fide, and believe by tne Government will not be under- unsafe for
there for American Corn, as the qualoperation.
of the new Argentine crop leaves
feat, with an change in the money taken unless general transportation
Under
wa
ity
consider
these
conditions,
rates (and we usually have tight is seriously obstructed. This we do that the railroads of this
tn ha Hfwired. and very little
,..h
are
country
money in the Fall), prices can have not belive will happen if the men who entitled to the full
grain is reported as offered
graded
of
public
support
a sharp setback from present high have remained loyal to the railroads
Buenos Aires.
at
a
the
all
and
that
protection
levels.
by refusing to join in an unjustified opinion,
Present indications are that the
enforcement of our laws can afthe
strike and the men who in the inter- rigid
Railroad Stocks
crop of Oats this year will turn out
them.
ford
in
than
early
better
expected
much
The past month has been a period est of the public have taken the place
CZIXLEfS
Motors and Tires
sugar-coate- d
and show heavier weight
of great uncertainty as to how and of the strikers, are afforded the proThe total production of passenger the season,
when the Railway Shopmen's strike tection they are entitled to.
and good quality.
and trucks, during the first
would be terminated, and at times Comparative figures recently an- cars
The crop of Barley m California is
of this year, was over
there was an irregular movement in nounced by the management of the seven months
now estimated at 38,400,000 bushels,
in
These
1,400,000.
figures
clearly
Pacific
Company show that dicate a record
stocks, when prices in the entire mar- Southern
which is approximately 9,000,000
year for the automo bushels
ket, especially in the railroad group, more traffic has been handled by them tive industry, and
greater than the 1921 crop,
the
expec
surpass
were subjected to a severe test by the lately than during the corresponding
and is 20 per cent of the estimated
or
most
manu
tations
the
sanguine
tie-uloconation-widlast
e
of period
year, and that both
prospect that s
facturers. There does not seem to be production of the entire country.
transportation might result from the motive load and gross ton miles per any sign of a let-u- p
Grapes continue to promise an exin the busines
have
train
hour
increased. This clearlv
cellent crop and shipments in quanity
spread of the strike spirit among the
the
and
of
most
throughout
country,
snows
tnat tne equipment is doing
made as they are ripenNevertheless,
lactones are going ahead build are now being
railroad issues continued to range l more worK per unit and is, therefore, the all
the cars they can to fill actual ing well in all sections of the State.
ing
Tree fruits show normal growth and
orders that are coming to them from
improvement over August 1st, and if
all directions.
train service is niaimaiii-e- d
ine general price cutting move- tne existing
during the remainder of the season,
ment that has taken place among the
automobile companies is not constru their movement to market will be ac'
ed as bearish by firms which have complished without the serious losses
been identified with these companies, that were threatened by the recent
on shipments of
and motor shares have therefore re temporary embargoes
Good for
mained steady, notwithstanding the perishable freight . which were im'
valuable
of
the
in
Railway
consequence
posed
price reductions that have been made.
strike.
Shopmen's
'
Grain Trade Review
of dried fruits
A record
Lowest prices for the season were seems to be production with
opening
made for all deliveries of Wheat the prices named assured,
on all varieties, except
inunder
combined
the
month,
past
that are higher than those of
fluence of hedging pressure and the raisins,
1921.
unfavorable foreign situation. LiquidCotton Crop Prospect
ation was on at times and support was
The Cotton market seemed to be
limited, with sentiment bearish, and
time the past month within a
the trade generally looking for still marking
range of 3 cents per pound. Crop news
lower prices.
was all of one Kind, "bullish." Dry,
WE HAVE ON DISPLAY THE NEW FALL AND WINTER
Foreign demand was slow, as Eur hot weather in Texas, Arkansas and
financial
Gem
with
conditions,
opean
Oklahoma brought m numerous com
MILLINERY
nian marks down to practically noth- plaints of deterioration with estimates
ing, have unsettled the world's grain :eing reduced, so that Texas is expec
rfiarkets, and the bulk of the grain re- ted to produce less than 3,000,000
Beautiful patterns from New York, Denver, Los Angeles and Chicago
ported sold at the seaboard represent- bales and Oklahoma around 750,000
Houses.
ed short covering by exporters.
bales.
There has been nothing in the genIn the eastern section of the belt.
The new soft felts in all the leading shapes and colors, also the "Hope
eral situation or the news to justify showers have fallen almost
daily,
pronounced buying by speculators, which is the ideal weather for the Hampton" Hats. Priscilla Dean Tarns, and full line of Children's hats.
although statistically the world's weevil. Crop report! from the eastern
wheat supply and demand situation belt told of the increased damage
Special Prices During Week.
is bullish, but actually the supply con-- i
being done by weevil and some very
siderubly exceeds the demand on ac low estimates were given out
count of the inability of buyers to pay
The Government report is expected
tor wnat tney need. Business with
Germany, on the basis of the present
value or marks, is almost imnossib e,
and as far as Hungary and Austria
are concerned, their money is almost
as Kussian rubbles, a
worthless
tnougn Dotn probably require grain,
especially Austria; consequently, the
foreign financial situation is the main

L'C.cT:!
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Satisfies the sweet tooth
and aids appetite and
Cleanses mouth and teeth.
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A great boon to smokers,
relieving hot, dry mouth.
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Combines pleasure and

benefit

Don't miss the joy of

new
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the
peppermint tid bit!
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Tonic food value,
body, real quality,
is in every bottle of

Is

OPENING

Made famous by the

manufacturers of
Bevo,

A.B. Root

Ginger Ale,

Beer, A.B.
Draught. A.B. Barley
MaltuSyrup. Malt
Nutiine and other
products.

SUMMERS MILLINERY
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bearish factor.

The U.S. Government

INC,

ANHEUSER-BUSC-

ST. LOUIS

Chas. Ilfeld Company
WhoUtaU Diitrtbutort
Gallup, New Mexico

The Edison
Phonographs
Are Without Comparison.
The Highest Achievements in the Art of Musical Reproducing Instruments Are Incorporated
in the EDISON. Prices
right, and many styles to
choose from.
EDISON AMBEROL
ARE THE PEER OP LOW PRICED PHONOGRAPHS"

F. W.WURM
The Finest and Most
Goods,

Complete Stock of Jewelry, Silverware, Jewelry
Fine Witch. Repairing snd

Dlainns b the Seatkwtst

Optical Gcttis

and

Cana

dian Government reports of wheat
crops made rather a bearish showine.
as tne aggregate North American
ield is estimated
at 30,000,000
ushela more than last year s har
vest, and suggests an exportable sur
plus of over 400.000.000 bushels, but
if the world's financial position was
normal, there would not be any diffi
culty m disposing ot that quantity of
wneat, as tne aggregate huropeanl
crop mis season is undoubtedly
smaller than it was last year, and the
import requirements of Great Britain,
France and Italy, under normal enn- litiuns, amount to nearlv 350.OOO.0O0

bushels.
The trade, therefore, is waiting to
see it foreigners can finance all nfi
their theoretical needs, and in view
of the decidedly complex situation
which prevails abroad, it may take
some time to work out a solution; in
the meantime grain prices have
dropped to a point where there is
little or no profit to the producer.
Corn, like Wheat, sold down to new
levels on the crop, but showed relatively more strength than Wheat
and rallied rather sharply after a
break to new low for the season. The'
Government report was construed as
bearish, and had considerable effort
on the market, as it indicated a bur
densome supply. In view of the slow
speculative demand, trade was mainly
oi a locai cnaracter, witn prices fluctuating within a moderate range.
waia nem wunin a narrow range
aic-- r
semng at a new low tor the season, and the market now seems to be
in a rut, with the price so low that it
cannot go much lower, while at the
same time there is nothing in the situation to cause any advance of consequent, so that the market will probably fluctuate within a relatively
iiniruw range in ttympanty with Corn.
The average weight of the new
crop grain is much better than the
early run of last year, and the movement of the new crop is gradually increasing and finding a moderate demand.
Crop PronpecU
The latest crop report issued by the
Department of Aenculture. based nn
August 1st reports of its correspondents and agents, estimated the Winter
Wheat yield this season at 542,000,-00- 0
bushels and the Spring Wheat at

eirvice Grocery
We stock the Best
Groceries, Fruits and
Vegetables in Gallup.
Our Prices Are Right,
and we ask you to try
our service.
We Guarantee to Please You

TRY US ONCE

THE GALLUP HERALD, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER
16. 1822.
CONGREGATIONAL

Dr. U. S. Villain, recionul Hiiwtnr
of the American Red Cross and a for-- !
mer very prominent clergyman, will
be the speaker at the 11 o'clock ser-- j
vice next Sunday morning at the Con-- !
gregational Church in Christ. Mr.1
Villars will speak on "The Survival of
the Unfit." He is a man of great
personal charm, exceptional ability,1
and a burning, vital message. The
general public is invited to hear him.
The "Worth While" service Sunday
evening will begin at 7:15 fifteen
minutes earlier than usual. It will be
in the nature of a big mass meeting,1
featuring the greatest religious film
ever produced: "Makers of Men," and
a brief address by Dr. U. S. Villars.
Dr. F. C. Inglehart, one of the ablest
clergymen of the world, says: "In1
'Makers of Men' the author got about
the biggest idea in the world in his!
play. . . . The physical and moral
courage of the play is truly remark-able. . . . The actors and artists
have done their work splendidly. . .
It is a masterpiece in every sense oft
the word." It is only after much;
negotiation that the film could be,
secured. But the pastor believes that
Gallup people appreciate the best. No
admission charge will be made altho
a Bilver offering will be taken. Note
the early starting time; come early
in order to get a seat. The general
public is most cordially invited to be
present. It will be an occasion that
will never be forgotten!
The ladies of the church will meet
in the church parlors next Thursday

ITS extraordinary
qualities

combined with a
low price make
Lytona the most

1

and

economical

NEWS

satisfactory Baking
Powder you can
buy.

Bake with

Lytona I

pap

afternoon.

r.i(iNu

from,

The churches of the city are uniting in a reception for the teachers of
the public school next Wednesday
The reception was origin-- 1
evening.
ally planned for this week Friday
evening but has been postponed until
next Wednesday evening. It wi'l be
held in the City Club building.
There will be a home talent play,
entitled "The Marriage of the MidWedding" at
gets"7 ori "Tom Thumb
i I.
u,e rviicm-- opeia Lnoise, iiine ever ng
of Tuesday, September 2oth. at 8
ocI.uk p. m. A large number of beau-- ,
tiful children of this city from three
to ten years of age will give a com-pieie imuauon oi a s ocieiy weuuing.
There will be a laugh every minute.
It is the funniest show of the season.
The general public will be interested
in seeing it.
Last Tuesday the cabinet of ;he
newly organized woman's society met
at the home of Mrs. A. H. DeLong,
the president, in order to lay plans.
Wednesday evening a large number
of the members of the church gathered at "The Manse" and spent the
evening in business session, disposing
of a large number if important mat: a

to show a condition of around 57,
which would indicate a crop of about
10,600,000

bales.

As

against

these

bullish crop reports, were the Coal
Rail
Miners' Strike, the threatened
Strike and the collapse of the German
Mark, as well as a general lower
and
range for the English Pound
Franc.
The public is not in the market to
any great extent and, with the mill-Me- n
opposed to an advance at this

of further damage

ky weevils, the possibility of a September storm, perhaps an early killing
frost in October. Therefore, it is no
longer a question of how big the crop
will be so much as to how small the
yield will eventually turn out.
Under the circumstnces, the trade
is facing an acute situation from the
Wewpoint of supply and demand, as
Indications are that for the second
consecutive season prospects are that
will exceed production,
consumption
especially of American Cotton, since
present indications point to crop of
less than 11,000,000 bales; whereas,
the world will need 13,000,000, which
means ultimately much higher prices.
We favor the nurchase of March
Cotton around present levels from an

investment standpoint.
E. F. HUTTON & Co.

PRIVATE
SECRETARIES
If

every

person

who

contem-

plated training for positions as
office assistants and private secretaries knew what everyone already
in

these positions
knows, more
would seek the best training they
could possibly get.
Promotions and salary increases
are the reward of proper training.
The business world is glutted with
d
workers doomed to
spend their careers in the ruts.
People who have received their
training at the Western School for
Private Secretaries are in demand
for the better positions. Employers
of the Southwest know this school
for its thorough training. The
Western School is the only one between Kansas City and the Coast
offering a complete secretarial
course. Anyone in business knows
that a smattering of shorthand and
typewriting does not equip a student for anything but the dullest
of routine jobs.
The personal instruction of the
Western School, coupled with its
methods, permits students to advance as rapidly as their
ability permits, saving their time
and money.
Communicate with us.
half-traine-

1

A fine new stereonticon lens has
been added to the equipment at the
church to be used especially with the
small sized or Viopticon slides. Another lens especially adapted to the
regular sized slides had recently been
installed.
Both lenses are tile best
the market affords and tr-- in keeping
wiih the ami tc supply 'he he-- t at all
times.
Mr. and Mrs. W. It. Cregar and.
family spent Sunday at
.Mrs. (., A. larnngton came i:i Mr
P. E. O. meeting last Friday alter-n(,on'
Rev. and Mrs. L .A. Stark vnca-- :
il in- - V.H.I..S..VI.
i,vmu iurM,j
ran, h south (f Thoreau.
Sunday right . beginning at 7: lo.
the "Worth While' services at the!
church will feature
Congregational
The Makers of Men, -"- the greatest
A rec- religious film ever produced.
ord breaking crowd unexpected.
i

Pint-dale- .

1

.

"That is Venus, Molly; it was
named after a very beautiful woman." Ponald returned last Saturday night
"Was that the star the Wise Men fol- from a long trip. Mr. Poison made
lowed?"
Life.
the tiip as a business one but com- -

!..:,

j
'

f

religious film ever
shown at the
ol tne
WOK T H ttJIIU'' Service
hun h Sunday night,
Congregational
neginiiing at i:l.. J he liini is entiued: "Makers of .Men ami is produced
by IV. James K. Shield the author of
"The Stream of Life" which was
shown in the church in April and
created a most profound impression.
The theme f "Makers of Men" is
It throws
that of the life worth-whilin sharp contrnst the man who lives
for himself ami the man who lives for
The photography ,is of proothers.
fessional character; the acting is of
the first grade; the theme is a relief
after the maudlin sentimentality so
often construed by producers as
in a ri'liiriniis Httnosnhere,
The testimonial to the film have
been most flattering.
Among them
inmtofp "Kven Runerior to
might
the Stream of Life"; "Wish we had
more like it"; "it is me jinesi we
have ever seen portrayed and ought
to be exhibited in every church and
community"; "The most satisfactory
film I have ever seen"; "A remarkable picture.
It should be shown ev"It is unusually fine ;
erywhere."
"A film. withouD qualification, the
best yet."
The commendation irom me minisSays
try of the land is unanimous. Wood-lawn
Dr. M. P. Boynton, pastor of
BaptiBt church, Chicago:
of Men' waa shown in our church

greatest

vwijntjw

Silvertown
Cord Tire
BIST IN THE IONO

TON

One Quality Only
The Silvertvwn is the pioneer cord tire of America.
Its history is the record of every important develop-

ment in cord tire construction. From the start it
service.
gave the motorist a new idea of tire
The Silvertown is made by an organization with 52
years' experience in rubber manufacture.
XSere is only one quality in Silvertown Tires. The
materials and workmanship in one are the same as
in all others. The name of Silvertown is always
symbol of one quality.
Your dealer will Mil rou the Silver-tow- n
in any so from 30 x 34 up.
THB B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER COMPANY , Akron,

Oik

ESTABLISHED 1S70

for

TRUCKS
AUTOMOBILES, MOTORCYCLES, BICYCLES,

will

be

Hazel S tellings has won the distinction as the "Ace of Whistlers," and
will entertain in a rare and novel
manner. Manta & Gates, two artists,
as colored comedians, in singing,
talking and dancing. The Alpine Entertainers, three people, Swiss singing and music.
The Bert Levy Vaudeville Circuit
is the best show of its kind on the
road.

A short time ago a man
walked into our office and said
that he had dropped hit glasses
on the street and wanted to
know if we could duplicate the
lens.
We were not only able to
render him this service, but
through our unexcelled facilities
we were able to give him the
new lens within an hour.
And this service to at your
disposal.

E. PARKE SELLARD
REGISTERED

OPTOMETRIST

Post Office Building
New Mexico
Gallup,
At Same Stand for Past Five

Years

The Paris Shoe Store and Shop
The Only Exclusive Footwear Shopping
Place in Gallup.
FIRST CLASS SHOE REPAIRING
Boots and Shoes Made to Order
Corner Coal Avenue and Third Street

'

A

nestly solicit your support.
It is your right to know the policies for
which I stand and upon which I seek
election. I will endeavor to visit every
county during the campaign but in the
limited time available it will be impossible to meet all the people and present in
person my position upon pufblic questions. So that you may have this knowledge I will publish a series of brief statements in which I will give my position
upon some of the questions now before
our country and upon which it is likely
that your representative in the Senate
will be called upon to vote.
,
I ask you to read these statements
with care, feeling that if you agree with
my views I may expect your support and
V
your vote.
B.
STEPHEN
DAVIS, Jr.
-

STEPHEN B. DAVIS, Jr.
Republican Candidate for
United States Senator.

GREATEST RELIGIOUS
FILM SUNDAY NIGHT
Th.

for the vaudeville
Rex Theatre for
Sunday and Monday are pronounced exceptionally good Meeker and
Reed will open
the entertainment
with novelty singing and talking.
numbers

Just as soon at you break
lens send us a few of the broken
pieces and we will make a new
one for you. Thia service will
only take a abort time and in
this way you are certain of
lens that will be exactly like the
one that has been broken.

As the candidate of the Republican
party for United States Senator, I ear-

the

Voss-burg-

produced

Ketner,

BROKEN LENSES

To the Voters of
McKinley County

,.

Mrs. Smyers has left for an exvisit at Flagstaff,
Prescott
tended
and Phoenix.
D. Kollie entertained the State Undertakers Association this week.
H. W. II rose, county superintendent
of schools, was called out of the city
on business Wednesday.
MY. and Mrs, Palmer Kftner and
h
family and Mr. and Mrs. C. S.
motored to Inscription Rock
Inst Sunday.
John Thatcher has ju t puuhased a
new b ord Coupe from the local f geiits,
the Carrington Motor company.

1

h

j

Mr. anr Mrs. C. A. Carrington.
L'r. Cornell
expects to spend
week end in Albuquerque.

'

s,

e

vis-- ,
bilu.j business with pleasure
iti , lwa Vrde National park!
Miss uh Kamioiph sp(.nt'the week- .
m...
,vitv,
Whitewater.
1Vrt Uno!i0n snipp,,, his household
goods to California this past week.
The family
are expecting to make
tneir home in California in future be-- :
t
rnlltto troir Kuolth iu l.t..i. (Kara
Gholson may return to Gallup after
the railroad strike is settled.
Mrs. Nelson Apple, who recently
returned from an operation which she
underwent at the hospital, is somewhat improved.
Dr. U. S. Villars, regional director
of the American Red Cross, and a
former prominent minister, will be
the speaker at the Congregational
Church in Christ at the 11 o'clock service next Sunday morning.
Ihe teachers of the public schools,
together with the members of the;
school board and their families, en-- j
joyed a picnic last Saturday afternoon
at Ft. Wingate.
John Boyle returned to Enid, Okla.,
to resume his woik in the college!
there.
The churches of the' city are plan- ning a big reception for the teachers
0f tne public schools at the City Club
V(dniMlav evening.
Dr. C. "11. Clark gave the address,
(iSt Sunday evening at the Congrega- -0rtn v m ic service.
u,,nal
H. H. Ileeoon and Rev. L. A. Stark
SJient Mondav evening at Allison,
September 2C there will be a big:
hume t;iienl J)J(IV
liy a larKe
entitled:!
riumi,t.r 0f
children,
.Tnt Tern Thumb Wedding." The!
biff ulav will be held at the Kitchen
opera house.
New signs have recently been
painted for the WJilmundcr Plumbing
company and the Style Shop and the
McKinley County liank building is
being repainted.
Thursday evening the executive
committee of the local American Ked
Cross met for conference with U. S.
Villars, the regional director of the
organization.
Mrs. Gaines has left for a visit in
California points.
The C. C. Manning family and Mrs.
F. I
Evans spent last Sunday with

w

Mr. and Mrs. Fallon from McGaf-fe- y
have come to Ramah for the winter and will keep house for Jack Wilson.
Word has been received from
who are spending their vacation
at Hot Springs, that they are having
a wonderful time and are going to
baths in the hot
take twenty-onsprings. Sammy Hatley left Tuesday
to come back to Ramiih to attend
school.
Homer Powers, county agricultural
agent, came to Ramah and those two
O'Fallon and Rudy
boys, Tommy
Mowrer for members of the McKinl.'y
county stock judging team.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Jackson, who
have come from Hot Springs to R.im-aand established a pool room and
barber shop, have gone to the springs
fur a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Towers spent Labor
Day on a camping trip with the VogH.
A post office has been establishes at
Tom 1'alnier's ranch, so that people
from Tinaja country will be able to
receive their mail at the new post
office instead of Ramah.
The mail
is gotten from Ramah on Tuesdays,
and then taken to Palmers the same
day.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lee have left
Ramah with two wagons and are go- Hat-ley-

N. M.

Rock.

Jimmie Palmer was down from the
Falmer ranch and reported seeing
three antelopes near their place.
These are the only known antelopes
left in this region.
Among the visitors to Inscription
Rock this week were: Miss Dorothy
Myers, W. B. Johnson, Miss Martha
Ketner, Walter Kreb, Mr. Comiskcy,
Ralph Ketner, Mr. and Mrs. Palmer

The

Tijeras Avenue and Eighth Street

,i

Inscription

program at the

(Gallup Herald Special).

WESTERN SCHOOL
FOR PRIVATE
SECRETARIES
Al.ir.qiEUQlE,

lntr to Farmington, N. M., where they
will put up fruit for the winter.
Mr. ana Mrs. Hubert Merrit have
returned to Ramah after a month's
stay in Arizona Belling Navajo lags.
Hubert brought two wagon loads of
cow hides back with him.
A dance was given Saturday night
in the new warehouse which has been
built on to the Ramah Trading Co.'t
The old warehouse on the
store.
corner has been torn down and a new
lawn will be sowed in the spring.
Ramah people are pleased to see
the road work which is being done
over the line in Valencia county under
the direction of Manuel Padilla of
San Rafael. The road of Zuni canyon leading from Grants to the mountains has been improved, as well as
the lower road from San Rafael to

THE REX VAUDEVILLE
SUNDAY AND MONDAY

RAMAH NEWS NOTES

:

fMticular time, prices kept in a
arrow range. As yet, the crop has to
pass through the usual vicissitudes
during the remainder of the growing
and maturing periods;
such as the
of the drought continuing ters.

rsibility

last night and was the finest ever
seen. It teaches a wonderful lesson
without any sissy business in it. The
large audience was delighted." Dr. M.
W. Duffy, minister of the First Methodist Episcopal church, Alma, Mich.,
says: "This picture is wonderful. The
'greatest picture ever shown in the
city' is the verdict of many. It has
a message that grips. It is a maiiV
picture too. Dr. Shields has even
outdone 'The Stream of Life." Dr.
N. A. Seagle, rector of St. Stephens
Episcopal church, New York Citv,
says: "It is exceptionally fine. I
wish that everyone could see it!"
It has been only thru a great deal
of negotiation that it has been possi- .v
.1,1111 vw
urillH
one of the most expensiveaiiuii,
films to
No admission charge will
procure.
be made Hltho a silver nffurinir
Mill
be received;
Dr. II. X. Villars will ttivm . t
address Sunday evening at this service, which will start fifteen minutes
earlier than usual 7:15 p. m. Tlease
note thp tim0 Stnd nlun tn pnma aitrlv
for a seat! Mrs. Stark will give the
music during the film, improvising it
especially for the occasion. The general public is most cordially invited
to this "Worth While" service.
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TRADE WITH THE

Cnfty Mairlketi
And get the best meats that money can hsy,
PROMPT DELIVERY
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Shame ! Shame -T- hose I. W. W. scounareis at human
would disgrace the inner horrors lof Russia. Being to
their
all claim
beings i form only) they have forfeited
and
deub.
goblins
with
now
classed
ghosts,
very souls, and are

Korninf, Hart Buildlnf. No. 310 Railroad Avenue
Just
Be Not Deceived: Let no good citizen be deceived.
are
$2.00
Advance
In
gone,
soldiers
Year
Cm
because martial law has been lifted and the
Some oi
at Oallup. N.tr Mtce does not insure us from the deviltry of redneckism.
Mall MadMr la Um Pat Offle
bud
by the solrwiUUn
the things (not for publication) nipped in the
ffWafea AihrartMa
with us.
ever
are
N. T, ANO CHICAGO. ILL
devils
NKW
CITY.
TOM
W.
W.
ASSOCIATION.
I.
diers is positive proof that
331 tUU
Keep a watch out.
NESS OF NEW MEXICO PRESS ASSOCIATION
Editor and Manager
C2 A. BTUS
The American people are entirely too soft
Too
i--y

i rt:

(

Softy:

Anarchists recognize no laws nor no govern-menAnarchists should be hung just as other murderers. 1 he
more lenient and softy we are with anarchists the less respect
convention they have for our laws and for our government. String them
Delegates who attended the State Republican
from up by their red necks.
,
last week appear very well pleased with the ticket,weand
see
can
th several New Mexico Republican newspapers
Mexico Republicans.
A Prediction: That the McKinley county Democratic
that the ticket is satisfactory to New
a
and
satisfaction
will be made up solely for the purpose of holding Gallup
united
ticket
a
in the State presenta
in Bernalillo radicals for the next town of Gallup election. The influence
degradation to win the comin election. Even
trouble, that of Gallup radicals will be needed in the next State Democratic
SKSvtht erstwhile battle ground of pol. ical ticket.
convention. Having been kicked out by the 1922 State Demosolid front for the Republican
C
Davis
ticket.
cratic convention does not mean that they will not "come back.
the
BUI
head
Judge
Tu&TdVu and Dr.'
He ia
ticket.
the
to
section
hia
from
votes
many
rSUd against Senator Jones, the Democratic nominee for
Near El Paso: Mr. Hinkle says that Doctor Hill is of
InSid States Senator, and by far the leadinghisDemocrat of New nMrRlPasn. Is that so? And Mr. Hinkle is of near Texas.elec-El
election insures Paso came near going Republican in the last Presidential
SeSco Judge Davis will be elected, and
ticket.
Democratic
the
over
tion, while Texas will never go Republican. We'll bet a tent!se whole ticket
will
and
best
he
to
known,
be
is
acre lot full of wild mules that Mr. Hinkle win
auuaing
Dr HU1 ia very popular where
counties. Before Doctor Hill as of Dona Ana county, New Mexico, before Mr.
the foil strength of the lower Republican
the Hinkle warms the Governor's chair at Santa Fe.
Ll campaign has progressed very far, Dr. Hill will become
contest
the
over
was
made
nomination
His
popular candidate.
of uveral other very prominent Republicans.
Up
Banquo : George Washington Peter Hunt has
n
for Congress is the first wo- secured Again,
the Democratic nomination for governor in Arizona.
Urs. Adelina
for Congress We are
man in New Mexico to be honored as a nominee
thinking of that photo of George taken while embracing
Mexico
New
Republicans I. W. W.'s.
selection
Her
by
With the vote of I. W. W.'s and the radical element
She iavery popular.
in advocating equal of
is
like Banquo's ghost, George has come back. The
Arizona,
proves that the Republican party hassincere
with
never been sincere
Democrats of Ari
nnlv wav out is for the
rights. The Democratic party
of human
Woman Suffrage. The Democratic party is the partyn uo u .... zona to vote the Republican ticket, as they did before and
is
will.
slavery. Where the Democratic party strongest
is the White Man sj they
Democratic
Party
"The
Rs advocating
ever becomes strong in New
Thanks: Mr. Hinkle, Democratic nominee for Governor
Party." If the Democratic party
and races not distinctly
classes
all
disfranchise
will
Mexico it
"I am not acquainted with my opponent, Doctor Hill, who
says:
political party that comes from Dona
White " The Republican party is the only Mrs.
Ana county, near El Paso." Thanks, Mr.
makes
Warren
Is distinctly American. The nomination of
do you come from? Ah, Roswell, just
Hinkle:
And
where
Sufof the Republican ticket an honest American and Woman
about as near Texas as you can without coming from Texas.
will keep you in mind, Mr. Hinkle, and if you can manage
'"'Vufraci'o Gallegos is one among the big men of the State, We
to keep out of Texas during this campaign you will have to
the
and his nomination for Lieutenant Governor recognizes
get over in New Mexico.
advocated by the Republican party.
whit of Americanism as Hilario
Delgado; for State Treasurer,
For State Auditor,
To Their Credit: It is to the credit of martial law and
Sedillo; for
O. A. Matson; for Attorney General, A. A. L.
to
the
soldiers who so patiently guarded and rendered service
of Public Instruction, Mrs. Maude Blaney; for
the time of martial law in McKinley county from April
Commisduring
Land
State
for
Commissioner, P. H. Hill;
1 to September 8, that no Weaver
tipple was burned, nor no
Muller.
sioner, Captain Fred
other
crime
of
was
committed.
We do not
the
consequence
any
over
distributed
well
Thus we see that the ticket is
know who set fire to the Weaver tipple, but it is a fact that it
not
a
bottom
to
from
blood
new
of
top
State and is made up
was not destroyed until after martial law was lifted.
boss
and not a single
single . chronic office seeker on it,
ticket.
the
on
selected candidate
Good Doctrine: Democratic Nominee Hinkle says: "I am
The convention that made the ticket was one of the most
harmonious ever held in the State. Defeated candidates are in favor of keeping the out-g- o inside of the income to pay as
we go." Good doctrine, Mr. Hinkle that's the kind of doctrine
.
eatisfied all are satisfied.
A
ta
in contrast with tne the McKinley county Republicans have preached and practiced
mi. - UiRUVIUI
AinofmiHvp
t.t.OT.
ww."
M
in
Democratic platform, there is nothing whining and billingsgate ever since we have been a county. (Jome over to McKinley
about it. It is a plain straight cut platform of forward, pro county and see if you can convince your Democratic followers
that your doctrine is good. If you could convince McKinley
gressive political principles.
county Democrats to your way of thinking, McKinley county

'

-

t.

with anarchists.

THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.

STETSON

HATS
fir

Styled

XjowncjMen

The question of knowing where to find long

service with genuine

Otero-Warre-

M. ill show you tha
"Stetaonian." th feature hit for Fall, at

style and smartness is
permanently answered
when a man buys a

$10.90.

fh

Suit,

by

Hart

ft Marx
Brand-

-

Stetson.
We have never seen a

Srhaff-n- er

anil Soha1
by

ciety
furniahinsra
Stetaon
from Wilson Bros.
ahoai by Stetson. Listens like a theatre
program, but it sounds
most insuring to
men who
want quality, value
and ty le.

-

finer variety of blocks
and shades than in the
new Fall Stetsons just
unpacked at our store.
Priced $7.00

Cor-poriu-

James F. Hinkle, Democratic nominee for Governor,
in Roswell, his home town, by delivering
his campaign tu-opened
.
id
r.
Manv Old
l.
i iiioi.
intprpsrinir.
......
a nnirinK speetii, oiu f .nunxk
;,
fi';tv"havevorir
Mr.
Hinkle.
known
long
line New Mexico Republicans
the
About
man.
business
successful
a
and
safe
and
He is sane
as
advocated
the
and
policies
only difference with his politics
with the Democratic
by the Republicans is that he is lined up
The
platform upon which he
party he is in the wrong class.
fault finding platis
a
race
begging,
whining,
his
must make
him.
will
defeat
and
the
platform
form,
Mr Hinkle comes from a section as distinctly Democratic
is
as is Texas. Over in the Pecos Valley the Democratic party
the
of
Democrats
The
Man's
White
Party."
distinctly "The
one
Pecos Valley are so Texasified that they do not want any con"White."
And,
are
unless
distinctly
they
in their party
sistent with their kind of Texas politics, they practice what
they preach in the Pecos Valley.
speech, he says:
Quoting from Mr. Hinkle's "maiden
its
citizens
and
may have the
State
the
that
desire
all
"We
best to be had in all lines, yet we can not continne to allow our
ourselves, in
"expenses to exceed our income and must content
that which we are
with
matters,
in
as
affairs
private
public
b,e
So said Democratic candidate Hinkle, and that is exactly
what the Republicans advocate, and exactly what the Republicans practice,
Democratic
Mr. Hinkle lives in a county that is
and one of the counties in New Mexico in debt. Some of the
Democratic counties of Eastern New Mexico are
in debt. Even their schools are crippled for want of
funds and yet some of them are up to the 18 mills limit Mr.
Hinkle is in the wrong class.
McKinley county has ever been managed by Republicans
schools
and McKinley county is out of debt. McKinley county
school
our
in
the
State,
yet
most
efficient
are ranked among the
Mr. Hinkle lived m
three-tenth- s
mills.
If
and
7
is
only
levy
be exactly in accord with
McKinley county his policies would
McKinley county Republicans.
With Mr. Hinkle advocating "pay as you go for public
New
of
affairs, throws him completly out of line with many outthe
line
of
Mexico counties now under Democrats, especially
is a fair sample of
Democrats.
Gallup
with McKinley county
New Mexico Democracy. Issue bonds, get the money, let future
of the county so bonds can
genrations pay the bill; get control
vast miles of waste land?
over
roads
be issued and build cement
unborn
and
future
generations can pay the
get the money
bill '
Such wild rot would be bitterly condemnell by Mr. Hinkle.
committee will send Mr.
If the Democratic State campaign
make
us some mighty good
will
he
Hinkle to McKinley county
speeches.
Republican
rock-ribbe- d

ls

to the Weaver tipple and
Hang Him : If some one set fire needs
he
be
hanging whether
should
he
hung
he is caught
numever caught or not. Red neck anarchists are entirely too
deserve
those
who
hanging
and
by hanging
erous in America,
to wait a
will have a tendency to cause the
near-anarchis-

ts

minute.
that Albuquerque
Promises: Ever so often
that
administration
the Albuquerque political
rapers remindwater
been lowered, as per many
not
rates
have
Albuauerque
oast promises. Albuquerque has nothing on Gallupandwe are
every
so used to promises for cheaper water that each
a
considered
is
joke.
promise
we note

LEBECK & WYLIE
STETSON HAT HEADQUARTERS

will go solidly Republican.

HINKLE IN THE WRONG CLASS.

head-over-hee-

to $12.00

JUDGE DAVIS
ACCEPTS

from time and experience. But we
can safely say that their solution must
finally be consistent with respect for
and obedience to law, however distasteful, with equal opportunity of

effort
(Continued from Page 1, Column 2).
which we have become accustomed to
regard as unquestioned. Most danger- oug to our national life is the growing
disregard for law, the increasing idea

that combinations of capital or groups
of individuals may at their will follow standards of conduct contrary to
those decreed by the majority, an unwillingness that rules applicable to
their neighbors shall apply to themselves, inconsistencies in thought and
We find this in the conin action.
duct of the man who smilingly violates the prohibition laws under the

offends his
excuse that prohibition
sense of personal liberty. We find it
in the suggestion occasionally made
that wages may be fixed and their
acceptance compelled, forgetful that
the basic ideals of economic liberty
declare that a man may work or not
work when and where and for whom
he pleases, may accept or reject any
rate of wages, may obtain wage
agreements individually or through
organization and collective bargaining, and may quit whenever the conditions of employment are for any
reason unacceptable to him. Wie find
it in the attitude of men who, unwilling to work themselves, would prevent others from taking the employment which they abandoned, forgetting that their own right to decline
employment is only equal to and no
better than the right of others to
accept it.
"We find a similar inconsistency,
though in a lesser degree, in the
clamor for decreased expenditures and
lessened appropriations, to the end
that there may be a reduction in a
tax burden rapidly becoming intolerable, while at the same time there is
the demand that government enter a
dozen new fields of activity all rethe
quiring additional expenditures,
funds for which can be obtained only
by further taxation.
"Wonderful
progress has been
made by this administration, largely

through the budget system, in pruning from the financial tree the growth
of waste and extravagance left by i's
and some relief from tax
(redecesor be obtained in this way.
But the great ultimate remedy for the
tax burden will finally be found
through a wider distribution of it
from the creation of new wealth in
the development of our own resources,
such as the drainage of the Rio
Orande, the further construction of
irrigation works on the Pecos river,
and the development of the wonderful resources of San Juan county.
"I have suggested but a few of the
problem which we must face, and
this is not the time to discuss at any
length either troubles or their remedied It may be that for some of
them there is no legislative solution,
and they can be cured only by the
enlightened judgment which comes

for every individual but equal
subjection to the will of the majority,
an insistence upon our own liberties,
and a willingness to respect the liberties of others, a recognition that the
rights of the American public as a
whole are greater than those of any
oi me groups wnicn compose it.
"I thank you for this nomination,
and I accept it in all humility, as an
opportunitv for service, with n full
sense of duty, responsibility and obli
gation, pledging to you that I will
devote to my country, my people and
my state, wnatever ot energy, of intelligence and of ability God has given

AfeMes
Thomas

There used to be twelve tumblers
sitting on our oak buffet; real fancy
glasses, too, and up to date. But something; must have happened for, on
looking there today, you'll find that
there are really only eight.
Then peek within our cabinet where
the Dresden china's kept What's
there, of course, ispiled up very neat.
But missing pieces indicate it's been
in careless hands, arid hence the set
is very incomplete.
Now gaze into the
where
the tinware's tucked away. Most
me."
everything; we've bought is still on
such would make a person say that
JUDGE McFIE ELECTED
tots had used the pieces in their hand.
All told, you'll find our dishes in a
FIFTEENTH TIME
very banged-u- p state. The reason lies
Judge John R. McFie attended the in who has been involved. A tiny, 4
annual meeting of the board of direc- year old youngster has been wiping
them of late. Enough is said! The
tors of the State At
of American Research at Santa Fe mystery is solved.
o
this week and was honored by being
Mujik (in Moscow) Pardon me, I
elected president for the fifteenth
successive time. Pmil A P Wolf... ni just as much a Russian as vou.
was elected secretary, and Judge N. B. Red Guard Yout
opinion doesn't
count. If you aren't a Bolahovik you
uauKiiuu
treasurer.
aren't a Russianyou are only a dirty
NOT FORGETTING 190t.
capitalist. Paris L'lilustratioii.
nan-she- lf

r
,.
TnAlt-n
"Rrvo
tory," says a news dispatch, in speak
-n WVHWII t4

ka.

Let s see, was it in 1896 or 1300
.'
S oux

.
tnuttil.'
tnis same iline appeared
Falls (S. D.) Press.
i.

An easy way to make a friend
to tell a man he works too hard.
A

Chicago

banker

who intended

They make love faster
doesn't last as long.

been

has

putting it back in time
given 15 years' time.

now, but it

Atlan-

"Oceans of trouble" means
tic and Pacific.

When she goes on vacation we
what home is without mother.

learn

csn
Very few married man
an auto with one hand.

drive

handkerchief
'
Beauty hint: Carry a
when you have hay fever.
believe

It you want to make a girl
you, tell her something nice.
Opportunity knocks but
man or an auto that keeps
ing is not an opportunity.

A
once.
on Know

Hidden Money Found

o

We take the most cnaflv i,nA ,i;n
trous methnrf nf anfflino.
disputes. And labor leaders fight the
Industrial court idea because it would
rettle these things peaceab'y and thas
curtail the easy incomes of a lot of
labor spokesmen who then would ho
cut of jobs. Cedar Rapid (la.)

11600 Foand in

Baretu Drawer si

u Auction

M'ARTHUR.
Dunkle,
administrator of the estate of Mrs.
while
Cynthia Pearce,
moving some
furniture preparatory to offering II at
auction found $1600, mostly in gold
certificates, in an old bureau.
The money is supposed lo have
been hidden 50 years ago by the
d
'
of Mrs. Pearce.
O.-H- omer

Mexico, in the days of its greatness
before the conquest by the Spaniards,
had zoos, aviaries and aquaria.

bus-ban-

we can't marry each other.
not related." "?. . . ," " Take
he
instance,
married
papa, for
mamma, and grandfather married
Paris
Flirt.
grandmother."

V

W

"Ko,

We

are

Doctori Deep breathing
stand, destroys microbes.

If this man had deposited his $1600 in a bank 50 years ago where
interest.. Mmi,nnnU ...!
- :
:.i i0tnH of hiding."
'
vvutpuuducu twite a ycui 19 imiu, ,i..?vv. instead ot, .uA
away, his family today would have
$20,000,
nearly
?1600 which he hid away. He deprived his heirs of over
"'ffil
earnm.
$18,000 as a result of not
taking advantage of the interest

you under-

...

Patient

But, doctor, how can I force them to

breathe deeply

?

Passing

!j.i,.n fn

money is worthless unless you put it to use. a dollar
Louruho,me is Worth only one hundred cents. A dollar deposited"
the bank grows with interest. Successful men and women qo v
ia tipnoaitea m
n
permit their money to remain idle
rm.i
i lieu- muiicy
'
we h worKs ior them.
""""

Show

nwj

:

Goods manufactured in the United
States during 1920 had a value of

Resolve today to systcmize
financial affairs so that
have a bank account to your your
credit when you need it I
bank help you.

$1)2,910,202,000.

"Wlien I looked out of tha window,
Johnny, I was glad to see you playing
marbles with Billy Simpkin). "Wo
wuzzn't playing marbles, ma. We just
had a fight, and I was helping him
pick up his teeth." Judge.

will

'

ii

GALLUP STATE BANK
"TEACH YOUR DOLLARS TO HAVE MORE CENTS"

J
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Mrs. J. J. Dunn and daughter returned horns Monday after a prolonged visit in Chicago and Saint

Gaiup News and Happenings

Anne,

AND PERSONALS.

BY CRECAR

.

rn pH Wednes-

-

Today

Ot

err.

WORTH EVERY EFFOUT

good

.

Buy a lot and own a part of Gallup.
MeKinley County Abstract & Investment Co. Adv.
or a

Tricornes. Portrait Shapes, Orienreturned Friday
p jj. Griego
tal Turbans, the vogue for fall. Wile.
liams Millinery Adv.
fra Santa
Danoff
u. Goods arriving at
All the High School Classes were
.
organized this week.
was the dinner
t Qmith of El Paso
n
Buy a lot and own a part of Gallup.
Un- Perry
X of
MeKinley County Abstract & Investfturiday.
ment Co.-for good
Store
Goods
The Army
The members of the Methodist Mispodi.-A- dv.
sionary Society will hold a cooked food
and sale on Saturday, September twenty-thir- d
Roberts
Eila Taylor
at Jenkins Drug Store. The
JOZitr Jean, who were formerly
laities will also have hand made handof Gibson, have moved to
sale.
Miss Jean is employed at kerchiefs for
, Gallup American.
The Army Goods Store for good

YARLATR

fy
tJ

rtroMtfl

Adv.

If you are not one of the many

UzL

3

who are pleased with the service of
the Manhattan Cafe, come along and
Adv.
you will come again.

The Misses A. and L. Carter are
in Gallup from New York City for a

Cn

short visit with their brother.

IunleyCoi'NTyDank

Adv.

Ladies'

lot and own a

part

MdSley County Abstract

of Gallup. goods.
A

Invest-ntn- t

year from now you
may be able to figure
out your loss. Today
you can figure that
you'll make a profit by
investing in some of our
thoroughly investigated
properties.

On September the

dv.

Co.-A-

Adv.

Edmund

Chaves
Rose Martin and son Vincent
Ihrtui who is employed as salesman Gallup.
Hrs

elevnth,
married

Judge
R. French
James
and Damasia Reed, foth of
Both were
Pueblo
and neither spoke English.

it Kahn's store are vacationing at Indians
Jemez Springs.
Albuquerque and
Cheer Up: All through the rainy
com-- season ladies' and gents' suits pressed
Only the largest and best
an represented by this agency, for 50 cents. We call for and deliver.
Earing you or prompt and satisfac- - Phone 307. Adv.
tf

Walter Cresswell who has been employed at the K. and M. Drug Store
i48.-left Thursday for Los Angeles where
the University of SouthThe Eastern Star Social club met he will enter
ern California to Complete a course
with Mrs. J. W. Stofer on Friday.
in Pharmacy.
it
Say it with flowers but prove
Have your eyes examined by a regwith life insurance. The Aetna writes
istered optometrist. Dr. E. Parke
the best policies at the lowest rates.
the only registered optometrist
& InvestMeKinley County Abstract
W

Phone

Davis Insurance Agency.

Adv.

Sel-lar- d,

ment Co.

Registered in New Mexico.
Post Office building.

in Gallup.

Adv.

Davis has returned
after her visit in Kentucky.

Hiss Genevieve

Coon entertainat dinner for her son, La Verne and
Miss Anna Williams the occasion
There is no difference for all who being La Verne's sixteenth and Anna's
hare sinned. Rom, 3:23.
eighteenth birthday. The guests of
honor were delighted with a beautiful
birthday cake bearing sixteen white
and eighteen pink candles. Plates
were laid for eight.
home

ed

Store ladder and track far sale,
Adv.
Shanklin's.

at

Mm W V Wnllnre Afrivpd in Gal
lup Friday from her home in Rockport, III. Mr. Wallace nas rjeen a
patient of the Chevalier sanatorium
for several months. Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace expect to locate here

GauurNewMexico
ORGANIZED 1904
1

Take a seat at one of
look over our menu list,
don't find what you want,
we will get it for you.
Cafe.

our tables,
and if you
tell us and
Manhattan

Adv.

G. A. Kaseman was over from Albuquerque this week looking after his
mining interests at Mentmore.

Life Assurance

Equitable

Agency:
Society.

Insurance that insures,
Protection that protects.
Cregar & Collins.

Adv.

Gerald Mellinger was absent from
work at mine No. 5 several days

his

this week

on

account

ot

illness.

It is our business to please you and
you feel that you are receiving
Manhattan
best of treatment

make
the
Cafe.

rsntviciTHATCooim"

Adv.

Evan Wamsley, who has been visitfriends in Gallup plans to leave
Saturday for San Bernardino.
ing

CREGAR

Friday Mrs. Perry

r

son.

house.

1

ready-to-wea-

Miss Helen Crandall left this week
for the University of Arizona at Tuc-

Real Estate is always a
good investment start
in by buying a lot. It
will cause you to thriftily prepare for the time
when you will build a

Jj

and Children's
Danoff Bros. Adv.

at

A

Xts

v

When you begin to save, you begin to climb
higher up the ladder to success it is worth
.
every effort.
Why not start & fund now with the MeKinley
County Bank?
Open an account and make regular deposits.
S per cent Interest Paid on Sarings Deposits

John Thatcher is the proud owner
new model Ford coupe.

8--

-

Store for

Adv,

goods.

Mrs. Rose Gordon returned home
from Los Angeles on Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howard left
Sunday for their home in Pueblo,
KTiJ. Albuquerque.
Colo. Mr. Howard spent three weeks
all Sports Hats. in Gallup with her aunt, Mrs. J. L.
price on
cUl
Smith.
mf

1

111.

The Army Goods

COLLINS

Forms Clot Thursday Night
i"mu"

It22.

COLLINS

VST PHONE 138
FTP COURT HflffSE

Buy a lot and own a part of Gallup.
MeKinley County Abstract & Investment Co. Adv.
Mr

Phnrlpv

AaVsI
VAA1VI
frama hnilM. thra
Clarke Noe spent several days this
lots, one block off paving, ISMQ.tt.
week at St Johns.
MeKinley County Abstract 4 InvestThe wise man insures his life while ment Co. Adv.
o
his health Is good. Be wise, Aetna-izMeKinley County Abstract & HOW SPINAL MALADJUSTMENT
Investment Co. Adv.
AFFECTS THE HUUI
TU
nf anlnal tUfactl U to
FINAL NOTICE
interfere with the normal working ox
the nerves that control the various
At a meeting of the Mariana Gun
'
of the body.
organs
club, held at the court house August
This interference often result! in
;!0th, 1922, it was ordered that alt the breakdown of the Dart affected or
members who have not paid their in a
curtailing ot tne iuu xuncuona w
dues for 1922 by October first, will should
perform.
forfeit their membership, and upon
As a result the entire bodily maapplication to rejoin shall be charged chine suffers, resistance la lowered
the same ss new members.
and sickness results.
PERRY COON,
By restoring a normal condition to
Secretary. the spinal vertebra and adjacent spin- o
at tissues, tne usieopainio mnicwa
STUDEBAKER BIG SIX FOR SALE assists
her
Nsture to
Guaranteed In perfect mechanical own processes.
The body quickly gains In strength,
condition.
Only reason for selling,
have the western distribution of the normal resistance returns and Nature
Pan cars. Price $700 at your owa automatically eliminates the diseased
t
Will be glad to show it to condition.
terms.
DR. L W. MERVINE,
Adv.
Commercial Hotel
N. M.
e.

Van Hooser htt9

VV

ntumod tn hr home in Gjkilut) after
a weeks visit witn ner uaugncers, pilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllffl
mas-fu- ,Dolly and Mane in :an uiego.

Shoes for the whole family at
Bros. Adv.
The Methodist
Missionary society
met Thursday in the church parlors
In the meetifor a business session.
who is
ng, led by Mrs. Cantrell, meet
one
to
decided
was
it
president,
for mission
Thursday in each monthwresent
were:
studies. The members

willinm Van Hnoser. who accom
panied his mother to San Diego re- mnmmf ti nrreno rhM senooi at .Na
tional City. Mrs. G. W. Wilfly, who
it romomliererl in Gntlun as Miss Dollv
Van Hooser, has been accepted as a
member of Mr. uuntner s tamous
swimming class. The class is made
best swimmers in San
up of the
Diego.

Mcsdames Cantrell, Hoduson, Coehr-ing- ,
Mr. and Mrs. Max Koshland re- Wilson, Stofer, Hendrix, Terry,
Min Fl 'nvnin nn Wednes
Rolhe,
Walters,
Knowles,
Clarke,
Orr,
Lots in Cottage Heights are the
is a prominent
Koshland
M.
day.
Carman
Stingley.
.
best Dart of Gallup, hasy terms. MC
ne
Business man or fan rranosco, it..
Kinley County Abstract & Investment
for a rest and proposes to
Special price on all Sports Hats. Is here
Co. Adv.
i
bis
Hmn on the reservations
Williams Millinery. Adv.
studying the various tribes and their
Miss Liiiv Barker is staying with
St. Agnes Guild of the Episcopal customs.
her aunt, Mrs. J. L. Smith. Miss Lilly
ettuml thu u'inr hrA anil will church met with Mrs. Cottington this
Trieomes, Portrait Shapes, Orienweek.
attend the Gallup nigti scnooi.
tal Turbans, the vogue for fall. Williams Millinery Adv.
New Method Cleaners, Dyers and The Army Goods Store for good
euaranHuHin All wnrk stnctlv
Adv.
goods.
Our Victory Disability policy will
teed. We call for and deliver. Phone
pay
your wages and doctor bills while
of
307. Adv.
part & Gallup. you are
Buy a lot and own
laid up from sickness or acciInvestMeKinley County Abstract
dent.
County Abstract &
MeKinley
Danny Nee, road scout for the ment Co. Adv.
Investment Co. Adv.
is
American Automobile Association,
in Gallup for a three weeks' stay.
Mrs. Thomas Hughes and two
J. L. Smith spent several days this
nf Gibson, are planning to week in
Albuquerque, visiting friends.
to
The only exclusive Insurance agency leave soon for a two weeks trip
in Gallup. Chas. W. Davis Insurance Denver and Trinttiau.
If your property is worth having It
Agency, phone ZM. an w. voai ave
is worth beincr protected by an insurto
come
Tf
unnf vnur dreams
nue. rtUV.
written by this agency.
ance
.,,,
iiukI wake tin. Let US help "TV. itpolicy
mm' " Phone, call or write.
kiuc,
home
conie
Miss Helen Rushton has accepted you make your dream of a
Chas. W .Davis Insurance Agency,
a position as operator in the local true.
Mi'tuniey county
aqv.
203 W. Coal Ave., rnone
Investment Co. Adv.
telephone office.
who is
S. Villars of
film favorite, in U.o fficiul of the Albuquerque
Thomas Meinhan,
,We have a residence property at
Red Cross district
on
20
through Gallup Thursday
$3,000.00 that will pay you Ask per
was in town on officiuls business this
us passed
n his way to New
No. 4. He was
cent on your investment.
week.
about this. MeKinley County. Abstract York.
Adv. ttj
& Investment Co.
The future of Gallup is assured.
The Manhattan Cafe fuedi a great Buy before the boom arrives. MeKina
is
there
every day
Miss Mary Schaffer, formerly em- many people
ley County Abstract & Investment Co
Adv.
has ac- reason.
-- Adv.
ployed at the White Caferi at
the
cepted a position as cashier
tia-a- .
Dr. and Mrs. Stark spent several
Special price on all Sports
Carman grocery.
this week on the tarrtngton
Williams Millinery. Adv.
days

1151

We Are

l

Headquarters
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US YOUR
WORN SHOES!

BRING

We put the question to one
of our oldest customers
point
blank:

"WJiy do you always bring
your shoes here for repair?"
"Because you build long life
into a pair of shoes that have
been broken in," was the unhesitating response.
We can make your shoes wear
longer, fit better and look
almost as good as new ones by
our scientific methods of shoe
repair.

Just try us once and you'll

be convinced.

CITY ELECTRIC

SHOE SHOP
F. A. MAZZA, Prop.

tt

dau-o-ht-r- x

-

:.

E3

For Those Who Care for GOOD FOOD

THE CANDY SHOP
LUNCHEONETTES

Miss Carolyn Morris is improving
re.
daily at the sanitarium at Santa

of the White
Zalsman
leave soon for Logan
Garage
For service that counts Insure your Utah, where he will take a two year
and course in
life, your house, your furniture
Dairy Husbandry. Mr. Zals-rna- n
considers this his golden opporauto with Cregar & Collins.-A- dv.
tunity, as the government will pay
Miss Birdie Ferguson wn in Gallup all of his school expenses,
Wednesday en route to White Water,
where she will spend several weeks
Take notice of the number of people who are taking their daily midvisiting.
day lunches at the Manhattan Cafe
Th
Armv Goods Store for good and you will come along. Adv.
goods.

Adv.

The

car is a snappy

sports

40c

Potatoes Au Gratin
Banana Salad

Upton's Cocoa

50c lb.

at

Upton's Tea

85c lb.

.

....

Jevne's Mayonaise . .
40c and 76c
Jevne's Bread

20c

.

(24 oz. loaf)

50c lb.

Jevne's Coffee

o

Mes-dam-

Mun-ninf-

Rose
E. Clarke,
Cordon,
r . ........ w
.u
Alible. New
t:
Horace
Moses, F. L. Evans. A. T. Han-net- t,
WLIWIU l. PfoffU
fcl
at
the
S.
Lawrence
W.
F.
B.
was
restored
Cornell,
Mexico,
Mr. Ptaffle and Mrs. Smith of Raton.
Navajo on Wednesday.
Alcalde.
hotel
at
of
the
is manager
W.

I

rooms, bath,
real home, six
A
adobe, close in. Price only $:j.0)0.0(),
MeKinley County Abjeasy terms.

stract

40c

Sandwiches and Hot Drink at All Times

Real Coffee With Whipped Cream

&

Investment

Co.-A-

dv.

INDIANS! INDIANS!!
The ceremonial will bring thousands
of Indians here in a few days. Buy a
koduk now and be prepared for the
beat opportunity you will ever have
to use a kodak.
Prices reduced at
WILLIS STUDIO.

On
Saturday, September 0, the
teachers of the public schools, who
have taught in Gallup before this
picnic
semester, entertained with a school
for the new teachers and the
board. A camp fire was built at Ft.
REWARD
u;;
i ,.,i,l a nirnir gunoer was
number
the
large
by
enjoyed
greatly
$.1.00 cash will be paid to the first
present.
person who will deliver to our studio
dreSsed in a red shirt
Al Tietjen is in town from Blue-wat- one live mousesilk. The shirt should
preferably
on business.
fit tight and all four feet stick out.
Wanted for companion to one in show
Tricornes, Portrait Shapes, Oriental Turbans, the vogue for fall. Wil- window.
WILLIS STUDIO.
Adv.
liams

Millinery

a

:

The Thursday Club met with Mrs.
L. G. Shanklin this week. The prize
for the highest score at bridge was

us

a. m. to 2 p. m.

MONDAY'S LUNCH
Roast Pork
Fried Apples

44c lb. J

List your "For Sale" property with won by Mrs. Rose Gordon. Delightfor real service. If your price and ful refreshments were served to
T. F. Smallinjr, W.
terms are right, we do the rest. CreCregar,
r,
L. N. Cary, Kosina Burke, C. C.
gar & Collins. Adv,

Sanitary
Kitchen
1 1 :30

will

Upton's Coffee

The Miocker store has received a
uf paint.

model.

Merchant Lunch from

William

W. G. Duffy went to Albuquerque new coat
.
and drove back a new model Oldsmo-bile-

Cooked in Our
Snow-Whit- e,

ranch.

I
I

aid
GRCCETEtUA
IMUIIMMMI

!

j
!

!
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INTEREST

ZTJZZZZZUT REACHED BETWEEN POS

TAL TELEGRAPH SYSTEM AND RADIO
CORPORATION TO SERVE WORLD
WITH MESSENGER SERVICE.

United States one or mnn kili.iuiv.
ered radio stations for the transmis
sion oi radio business. This contract
also carries with it the right to a
Proportion of the wirolona tmffin nut
of Germany, and also to exchange
radio traffic with the TeIfiinL-tions in all parts of the world. This
insures to the Mackav ir,rert.ct th
opportunity of pntprimr iht nJin
fieid as a competitive factor with its
own organization, if it so desires,

DEMOCRATS SHOOT WILD
A paragraph of the Democratic
platform, adopted at Albuquerque last
week, critized the state highway department for its overhead expenses.
The entire overhead expenses of the
state highway department including
salaries of officials and employees, as
well as of office supplies in incidentals was for the year ending June

20 lbs.

For $1.25

We Wash, Rinse, Blue, Wring and Return to You Dm t
P
Entire Family Wash

funds
2.58 per cent
construction of state high
AT REX THEATRE
the year ending June JO,
were cut to 1.82 per cent
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
For the vear endinir June 20. 1921. it
Among the newaets included on Moa
.nt The
Mil tn 1 91 ywt
the bier vaudeviUe bill that is
three
for
the
according
years
average
NEW YORK, Sept.
H. Mackay, president of 10 appear ai me jwx Theater, Sep- to the records of the state highway
tember 17, is that of the Alpine En
Postal- Teleirranh-flAhlo
3f UMU WllllVUllVVU
department, which have been duly
UJt 11 JO
offering "Swiss Alpine audited,
and officially reported, shows
company has entered into an agreement with the Radio Cor- tertainers,
Singing and Music." This is one of an average of
1.65 per cent for the
the most original and delightful sing- three
poration of America by which the Postal Telegraph-Cabl- e
years. This overhead expense
and
musical
turns
ing
of
at
been
the
Radio
service
that
has
the
its
ccztpany places
Corporation
is a less percentage of money handled
engaged for the circuit in many by the state
Ixad lines system extending to all parts of the United States months.
highway department,
Each
tho
nf
mpmher
.
WVUJIC
..
than in any other state in the entire
we vuuecuun una delivery oi irans-Aiiann- c
mes is an individual
itadio
j
a
artists
with
charm
Union. Since about twenty of the
ir:-B- B.
1OT agreement provides tnat tne postal Telegraph ng personality. Mantan and Gates forty-eigstates are operated under
Kinaino'
T
anl
1Z..I aCCCDl at ail 01 Its Offices Wherever located Hijnnt-hotn - ve a "Corned:
e.
r
.
ita ltint Aainuig Democratic management, and every
ssnt to Europe "Via Radio" while the Radio Corporation will Skit thai IX a
won a large personal fol one of these has a higher overhead
over to the Postal Telegraph all messages received by it artists have
lowing as a resun oi tneir clever turn. rate, it is apparent that our Democ
to
land line points reached by the Postal Telgraph. Hazel Stellinpg' is Killcrl
ho "A,.
dilivery
Whistlers." Her selections are ratic friends did not know what they
swemeni mr. wacK- - meriting its present telegraph and of
jn nulnt wn
were talking about when they went on
novel
and Rtirp itt nnnool tnv ika
IV
Hr
explaintd that the action taken by cable facilities.
uiub
record with their foolish critism.
of
vaudeville
mmnance of it nolimr
audiences.
discriminating
Mr. Mackay said that the Postal
faroering in every way possible Telegraph had been following closely Meeker aand Reed will contribute their
in".Novelty bingmg and Talk
in
lire neia oi
juonrcaii nmnra
the develonment nf wireless tolnora. hnare,
ing Act" that is a gem of its kind.
ternational communication, and as a
and
while
he
is
of
the
phy
opinion,
o
prorreaaive Up in the interest of the in
which radio
A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY OF
fmUle to the end that every form of the radio never will
the
Bupnlant
communication service will be made
o
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PHONE 166.

GALLUP TRANSFER
a. J. rvicmanon,

1 1.
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turn
Set
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Phone 42
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Making 20 Yearn oj Rating
serve car uivners uoaay

available at all offices of the Postal Uscfal'fJldas1
adjuncrthelSTEPHFN R HAVK fP
e
mmmnii HarntnfuM
IX,
It has been virtual! imnoMihl : fill cables and a stimulus to the increased
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE FOR
UNITED STATES SENATOR

J

eHH

E.
BZ&Ai

no wires or other mated an
agreement with the
November 18. 1874. in Middlctnwn.
means ior reaenmg inland
cnmnav nf r--M.
educ.-- '
eept at Washington, p. C. tinder ita
Bew contract
rJ
Postal
esieyan university, gradu- in
n
m'5 and at the Jaw school
h'0
company will iccep
.nd
ale university, where he was
from afi of iU offices throughout the'
w!ereb.y,tthef
to
Xhl
graduated in 1897. Coming to Las
JurchaL
country messages, thus
TranAtlantic Radio service
'
(llVX
.":!? 1898-- . Jud Davis
ma taieer as a lawyer m the
.
to every one, and incidentally, supple- ui .api. l.
r ort, a Dioneer
V".
w'"""" nit: unite
lawver of San Mifrnel
ing associated in the following year
with Charles A. Speiss. In 1901 he
T
was appointed citv attorney of Tjis!
Vegas, his first nuhlic nffi ne Ha mac
appointed district attorney of the 4th
territorial judicial district in 1903 and
was reappointed to that nnsitinn in

Ser

the early days of automobile
Barney Oldfield out
to win every race studied tires.
Hi3 consistent success led other
drivers to ask for tires constructed
to his specifications.
Twenty years of road and track
victories with a steady and increasing demand for tires as he built them
convinced Barney Oldfield that
these. speed te6ts pointed the way to
a better tire for everyday use.
The enthusiastic reception of
d
Cords by the public proved he
was right. Scores of the most
prominent dealers in the country
and many thousands of car owners,
experienced in the use of tires bear
witness by their decided preference
that Oldfield is doing a bigger and
better job of tire making.
This volume, handled in an effective way in every phase of manufac

IN

'l

JtA
iLJt'
aTaWlSaU
nltT.-L,

--

AN INDEPENDENT

1905 bv Governnr flteTn onH
1907 bv Govprnnr Hacrermnn

he resigned as a district
oecome assistant United States attor.
ney, a position he held until January,
1912. , whpn he Wa snnnmlnil
vuiicu
..jiniiivu
States attorney for New
Mexico. He
lesignea irom xnis position a year
later, followim? the rhnnire in iUo

TT;J

and the Candidates
It Will Support

national administration.
Judce Davis
of the constitutional convention from
- - .
ouu BCI V7U
'
a
number of the mnro lmnnrii UjJUIl
,.rv,

The subscription rates are:- 12 days, introductory offer, 25 cents. One month 85 cents. Three
months, $2.50. Six months, $4.50. One year, $8.00.
T,nDAU,brfl'e 1?(iay for THE ALBUQUERQUE
HJMIALD. It will keep you posted on the best men
and women running for office, and the big news of
the campaign, as well as the big news of the world
'
the day it happens.
-

CLIP AND MAIL THIS TODAY
THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Enclosed find

for which send me
THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD for

'J'jJtlLLfL
1'H!
I-I-

:r.

ture and distribution, has resnlted
in price quotations far below what
you'd expect on tires known to be
better built and more enduring.
Practically every Important race
event for three years has been won
on Oldfields. The Wichita Test Run
In which an entire set of Oldfield
Cords covered 84,628 miles on
rough
roads proves the mettle of the Most
Trustworthy Tires Built in everyday driving.
The Master Driver and Tire
Builder has given the public a new
standard of tire wear and tire cost
a true economy that every car owner
should know about.
Your Oldfield dealer has these
facts talk to him.

r-

In Cnllflhnrsatinn
h UUVCJIIUI
at i. tv .i
Mechem. he marie the mmnilolinn f
the laws of New Mexico, now in use,
known as the code of 1915.
Unon the resignation
ltAr.n r
J. Hoberts in the latter nnrt nf 109l'
Governor Mechem appointed Judge'
Davis in fill (h
state sunreme
pnurt. fmm whi.-.
puOi
nun ne recently resigned, tonuii.
become a
candidate for the senate.
Judge Davis was made the New
Mexico mpmher
i
nf iha v
.
,
m
cnacea witn Hrimstment r.fi.ijiiiijaoiuil
tested water rights of the La Plata
river between this state and Colorado.
a work now nenrinir (n.nnl..i,.n
bnortlV after he was nnmoH in mnyo
sent this state as a member nf the
Commission fnr diKrihtimn
f v
water rights of the Colorado river.
the interest of this state being in its

THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD is an independent newspaper. It is ruled by no party or political
group. It believes this to be the time for independent
thinking in New Mexico.
Therefore THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD will
undertake to inform its readers as to the fitness of
candidates of both parties for the noRitinns thov
seek. It will publish a series of articles, informative
and critical in character, discussing the candidates,
office by office, from the top to the bottom of the
New Mexico congressional and state tickets. It will
present an impartial analysis of the strength and
weakness of the candidates and in conclusion, will
announce which candidates for each office it will
support in the campaign.
Every voter5 in New Mexico will want to read
this series of articles. Every voter should read the
articles because they will contain information that
the voter should have before deciding on the candidates for whom he or she will vote. It is a requisite
of good citizenship to know the facts about candidates. The ALBUQUERQUE HERALD will help
you to know the facts.
The first of these articles will appear in THE

ALBUQUERQUE HERALD on TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19. It will discuss the two candidates for U. S.
Senator. .An article on each succeeding day will
discuss the candidates for another office until the
list has been completed.
Act quickly if you are not a subscriber to THE
ALBUQUERQUE HERALD. Send in your subscription for the 12 days beginning September 19, or,
better still, for the
period which will comprise the political campaign period. The rates will
be found below.
THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD is now the
leading newspaper of New Mexico. It contains more
news, better news features and more and better
comics tnan any newspaper in the Southwest. It
, will soon have a
colored comic section as
regular feature of the Sunday paper. It publishes
daily "THE GUMPS," the highest priced and best
comic feature in the world. You will want to watch
the spectacular race of Andy Gump for congress
which appears- only in THE ALBUQUERQUE
HERALD.
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"The World Moves, So Do We"
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The Most
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can Juan

and tributary rivers in San Juan
county, ana involving water sufficient
to irrigate nearly a millon acres of
iana in mat county. This commission
is expected to hold its final session
under the- chairmnnRhin
nf u..i
Jiuucit
iioover, secretary of commerce, in
anta re on November 9th.
In addition tn his
lence- as a- mwver m rniirDa
UU. DC Ult WHICH
he has won a recognized
position in
Davis has had
proiession,
judge
a wide experience in business,
been interested in a rmmhor having
portant enterprises in San Miguel
and other northern New Mexico
counties. His nrivnte hnuineoo
ests include livestock and banking at
iiie present lime.
Judge Davis was married at Las
Vegas, June 4, 1903 to Miss Mary La
Kue, daughter of a New Mexico
pomeer, Capt. J. A. I.aRue, who came
to New Mexico in 1855.
Judge Davis
Xl a ,men,)bt'r of the Congregational

SERVICE TIRE & ACCESSORIESCO.

V

chl'r5'.h, ,whlth
at Middletown,

J

he joined in earlConn.

if

Mex--'-

o,

Senator A. A. Jones, apparently
.dismissing from his consideration nil
thoughts of the welfare of his constituency, sacrtfltiiiK 'he dire needs of
!' People for party adherence, voiced
,a rt'Rounuinjf "No" on the tariff bill
which recently passed the senate.
Dunne the weeks of argument in
the senate on the wool schedule,
Senator Jones occupied the floor,
the case of the wool
of New Mexico and voted for growers
tha ac
ceptance of the wool duties provided
in the bill. He did riot fail to take
(advantage of his possibilities for pol-- I
itical advertising and the press of our
state was loud in their praise of the
stand taken by the senior senator He
had apparently dismissed all
thoughts
of party affiliations, and supposedly
renrestented -

the

Sfionno

n."an;iiifl
iyjw Mexico. Uut soon the arguments
senate were over and the vote
jji
on me passage of the measure was
Called.
Jones, disreirnrdinn. ilin
fare of one of the most important in- iiusines in iew Mexico, reversed his
previous deelaratinna.
and i..of k;.
vote
tr,r ,.,,.! aiiuj
.v.w. .....
, , , airamst- jnrntpffinn

Ui

nines.
i
Js that the .......
kind nf MnfooAnl.t:
III
.vpivau.Mlki.JII UA.
the hallS nf t.hk nolinnal
unnMnun
.
......
.
t...w
ho Vnlara ul UI B1,al,e
o
wain: nenasori
-uiies win oe canea upon to explain
his utter disregard for the wishes of
h- - I
New Mexicans his nhatmxfinn
VJV
VVUH HV.V.. n
UV
progress or the wool growing industry.
'
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JONES AGAINST
WOOL GROWERS
The senior senator from New
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on her way to school in the south, and
tariff on this
son Tom, who returned to Roswell to would
result in

the Military Institute.
Mrs. Dan King of Crown Point has
been at shaft No. 5 visiting her sister.
Mrs. L. W. Irick.
Kenneth Sully was in tha fiospitol
the first of the week suffering with a
bad case of tonsilitts, but is much improved and able to be out again.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Wall, Mrs.
Ackers, daughters Lillian and Cece'ia,
Naomi Long, Helen McMilty and Mr.
Duekwitz have returned from h two
weeks' outing in which they attended
the Snake Dar.ee and visited at the
Grand Canyon.
Miss Violet Brown has taken the
place of Miss Lola Siebel in th'j ice
Miss Siebel has recream parlor.
turned to school.

.5S5rche"tr. furnished the
of
orchestra is composedGro- Tommy Hughes,
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better now
ftSfiStomuch
manager of the
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Coal
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Co., has been

matters.

Mrs Ed Mc
f.
Mrs. Jim Sneddon
from Califor-!?2L- r
few dys ago
been spending
they have

Sdener,

re-gf-

their return home
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is
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Grand Canyon.
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Holtry, the
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A FREE TRADE

;
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EXPLOSION

-

Recently and in connection with the
arguments on the tariff, there was
introduced in the senate chamber an
imported jointed doll purchased in a
New York store for $4.50 retail.
The doll was exhibited with the or
iginal invoice from the customs house
showing that it was purchased abroad
for 37 cents. Duty to the amount of
30 per cent was paid upon it.
Democratic leaders, free trade
and representatives of importers in their fight against the
American producer, were telling the
people of this country that should the

nSSsTwS bp Saturday and
Mrs Tilton.
ha"
just moved into his
JKTon Main street and he and

Wr

batching.
Louie Khuns and Mrs.
J&NWwntook dinner at El Nav--

"JWlr.

tf'Bffi

and
Robert8
JSktor Jean have moved to Gallup,
Ameri-m- i
working Tin the Gallup

gloffices.

came
Frances, who is
daughter
her
ftth
j,
Lee
Vn. Tom Frazer of Chm

legal publications.

Tecal publications.

COMMISSIONERS' PROCEEDINGS

Kttion

K

BeUmaine,
Manda,
Jo, Welch.
C

R.

H,

A.

Precinct No. 2 Gibson
Books to C. E. Uhland C. E. Uhland's

Woods,

Roy

Alexander

H.

Precinct No.

PlaC8

EOrrett

Precinct No.

Adolfo

Jaramillo

George

Hodgson.

office.

L

Jno.

Precinct Number

4

Gallup

Ward Number Two,

Fairchild

BooTcs to Leo

Harding

Precinct No.

5

Catalpa

Books to Sharp Hanson

J.

M.

Books to

B,

I.

Ben

Staples
McCamant
Harvey

Frank Gallegos

Lucero
Berryhill

Remijo
W. A.

Bloomf ield

H,

White
Lewis, Jr.

Richard
S.

E.

R.

M,

J.

J.

6

M.

.

(Box cul-

"B"

Concrete

(C

M.

C

Spillway)

&

duce Co.

U.

!

Gallup Southwestern

Santa

Co. (1223)

office.

A, UIL.L.CI 1, .
Hiirhw.iy llneim-er-

New Mexico. September

Fe,
4t.

to

11,

1922.

Z2.

In the Probate Court,
of

Wingate
Vickery J. M. Vickery Residence.

No. 10 Zuni
Books to R. M. Ryan

Ryan

Ilfeld Trading

Co.

the County
State ot
of

"".

'

JACOB PETERNEL,
Administrator of said estate

store.

(1214) 4t.

Vanderwagen
Williams

Brink

Win,

Mierop

Books to

J.

.Rehoboth
Wi.

Brink.

J.

to

9--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

H. Bosscher office.

No.
Books to

Coon

Hugh

Silva

12

Ray

Navajo

Coon.

Mine office.

Tohatchi
Books to Mark Bouma.

IHarkD. Gorman
C. H,

Bouma
Hawkins

Tohatchi school office.

E. S.

Crumm

No. 14 Crown Point
Books to E. S. Crumm

E. S. Cruntm's store.

J. B.

Farris

Dt, Galloway

de la Puenta
No.
s
Books to Leandro San- - Leandro Sandoval
dence- -

resi-dova-

U.

S.

ri.

u.

lUth day 01 uctooer,
Claimant names as witnesses.
Sebastine B. Romero, of Gallup, N.

the

15-R- ancho

kuidro Sandoval
RttdoJfo Otero
Mfcel Pena

the Interior,

Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Aug. 24, 1922.
KT;n
ij Viorohv oMven that Juan
Gallegos, of Manuelito, N. M., who,
on March 22, linsi, maue now
7
tor lNcy;
entry, No. 037&ea,
mw
NRU SWA. Sec
tion 10, Township 14 N Range 20 W.,
N. M. P. Menuian, nas meu nutiuo m
intention to make three year Proof,
woMicVi cinim to the land above
described, before U. S. Commissioner
at Gallup, McKinley U., . 01., 0,1

Kerr
No. 13

of

Department

L Fredericks

Ray
Fidel

l.

Remijo Mirobal, of Gal,1,uP'
Adolfo Jaramillo, of Gallup, N.
Vt.; Hilaro Bacaof Gal.up.RN. jf.
VI.;

Mi

Bolak, Jr.
wwneo Sanchez, Sr.
Joe Toski

Books to Lorenzo Sanchez,
q-

-

No. 17 Allison
Books to C. F. Reinhardt.

F.

Reinhardt
S.V Benham,
Fidel Baca

Sanchez

Breece
Books to Chester Dobson.
No.

5;L.Carnutte

No. 20 Cousins
Books to Chas. Cousins.

7A. Hegerdon
Zimmerman

Register.

Company

store

Cousins store.

8--

to

entwini mpptine of the State
Game Commission, held at Santa Fe,,r
New Mexico, on tne zvin aay oi was
ioi!?. the following worder
made bv the Commission:
WHEREAS, there is a great scarof all kinds in McKinley
city of quail
of the
Countv, and the permitting
hunting of quail in said county dunnp:
win
the open season or
in an undue depletion of the same;

a,

store.

Rt.

NOTICE

Mine office.

19

"""son
iini.
C Cooper
has. Cousins

ttesiuence.

nidOl

No. 18 Mcf.affey
Books to J. C. Webster. McGaffey

Mott.
C.Webster
A.
Stambaugh

?red

S

Ga. Corr. Metal

Concrete

Highway
and structure
Layout, typical
will
together with forms for isproposals,contem
lists,v,.i!f,d
not
K
on anulication. It
plated to mail any plans to prospect" e bidders.
The State ttiirnway commission rervro
Mexico Ice and Proright to reject any and all propnnla.
office.

19

No. 11

I

Ua. Corr. Metal
Oa. Corr. Metal

M.

J. W,
C.

Spillway)

Metal

Ga. Corr.

McKinley,
New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of
Dorotea Lare, deceased;
Precinct No. 7 Thoreau
NOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Co.
office.
Red
Arrow
I.
B.
to
Books
Staples.
kamViir crivpn hv the un- x'i-i.,esdersigned administrator of said
claims
having
to
all
persons
8
Guam
No.
tate,
Precinct
Frank Gallego3 Residence, against said estate to present mc
soma with rhB npcessarv vouchers to
to
Frank
Books
Gallegos.
the undersigned at his place of busi
ness in Gallup, witnin tne wnie
Precinct No. 9 Raman
u,r i.,m DarpH ah Galluo. New
Ilfeld Trading Co. store. iiu
. ..v:..t.- ,
Books to R. White.
Mexico, this litn day 01 aeywuei

Precinct No.

Vickery
Clyde Middleton
Clarence Wilson

J, H.

A

229.4 cu. yds. Class

masonry

A

State

Shirp Hanson
John Horracks,
David Chaves

A.

New

Fairchild

Bridge

R.

Carbon City Lumber
Building.

4
Gallup
Ward Number One
C. W. Davis office.
Books to C. W. Davis

Fnnk DesGeorges
Leo

Approximate Quantities.

cu. yh. Class 1 Excavation
cu. yds. Class 2 Kxcavation
cu. yds. Class 3 Excavation
cu. yda. Class I Borrow
miles Crowning and Shaping
cu. yds. One Course Crushed Stone

6,957 lbs. Reinforcing Bars
6S2 lin. ft. Asphalt Expansion Juint
470 cu. yds. Wet Excavation
1.475 lin. ft. Movinpr Fences
Co.
BRIDGES
624 cu. yds. Class "A" Concrete
46,882 lbs. Reinforcing Bars
3H.078 M. B. M. Wooden Superstructure
for nrnDosals. instructions to bidders.
mlnnx ami snecifications may be examined at
the office of the District Engineer, Los Lunas,
New Mexico, or at the office ot tne mate
Engineer, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Gallup

n

n.u-n.,-

i""

""WHEREAS, a large number of the
counMartin Glied
sportsmen residing in McKinley
store.
Danoff's
a closed season
that
requested
have
ty
nplicio Marquez
u
ninU1it.Kn
trt nrpvpnt the hunting
"ancisco Anzures
all kinds in said county,
of
of
quail
Precinct 22 New No. 5 Camp
W,
during trie vear
Duckwitz
by
Rooks to R. W. Duckwitz,
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED all
we Birchfi eld
Mine office
Commission that
Tm Wilson
the State Game embraced
within the
of the locality
of McKinley
Precinct 23 Coal Basin
boundaries
exterior
$ W.
office
Mine
Roseberry
Books to J. T. Brady.
be, and the
County, New Mexico, to
hunting ol
same is hereby closed
called quail, of all kinds, in said area from
adjourned-unti- l
no further business, the meeting
1922, to the
the 30th day of October,1923,
by the Cnairman.
and any
first day of January,
W. H. MORRIS,
in said
Chairman. hunting of quail of any kindsaid
perAttest! locality is prohibited during
iod of time by any person. Any violation of any of the provisions of the

f1'

No. 21 Pinto
Books to Martin Glied.

ii;.

a1"'"?

Ctark.

i

to

that

vert

Co. office.

Precinct Number

Davis
Cary
Schauer

N.

3

Ward Number Two
Books to Chas. Spencer

3 Den

W.

Cotton

8t.

that

152.4 cu. yda. Class

C. N.

(1212)

that

Hdwls.

Sim Brown

C.

eye?"
the

Surfacing
67 cu. yds. Cement Kunble
l.ltfS lin. ft. IK in. Dia. 16
Culvert.
501 lin. ft. 21 in. Dia. 14
Culvert.
24 lin. ft. 30 In. Dia. 14
Culvert.
636 lin. ft. 36 in. Dia. 14
Culvert.

Gallup

3

Ward Number One
Books to E. K. Errett

foregoinr order shall be puniahed by will be rendered in said cauie
'
a fine of not less than $25.00 and not you by default.
more than $300.00, or by ImprisonThe name and address of plaintiff
ment of not less than ten days and not attorney ia H. C. Denny, whose Post
more than ninety days, or both, at the Office and business address is Gallup,

discretion of the Court.
The foregoing order shall be published in The Gallup Herald in 8 successive issues, and a copy thereof
posted at the County Courthouse of
McKinley County, and in two other
public places in said County.
THOMAS P. GABLE.
State Game and Fish Warden.

192

'

N. A. FIELD.
Commissioner of Publl Lands,
State of New Mexico.
First Publication Sept. 16, '22.
Lust Publication, Nov. 25, '21.
(1216)

(SEAL)

m

mm

LEGAL PUEUCATIOrJS.

8TATK OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
OIL AND GAS LEASE OF PI'RLIC LANDS
McKINLEY COUNTY
Off.ca ot the Conunis.ioner
of Public Lands,
Santa Ke, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby iriven that pursuant to
the proviaionn of an Act of Congress, approved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the State
and reirulations
"Why is the judge wearing a black of New Mexico, and tha rules
the State Land Office, tha Commissioner of
"Because he tried to instruct of
Public Lands will offer for lease, for Hie
lady jurors
they were not to exploration, development, and production of
oil and teas, at public auction to the hinhest
talk." Judge.
bidiler, at 9 oclock A. M., on Monday, Dec.
4th, lt22, in the town of Gallup, County of
McKinley, State of New Mexico, at the front
"Did you see
they're trying to door
of the Court House therein, the follow-int- f
assail the eight-hou- r
law?" "What do
described lands,
Sale No.
I care? I never worked
T. 1 N., R. 6 W., Sec. 82,
long in
NEliSWV,,
WH'SW1.
NW4, WVjNEVi,
my life," Paris Le Rire.
5
:
T. 16 N., R. 7 W Sec. 86,
LoU I. 2. . 4,
; T. 14 N.. R. 8 W., Sec.
SFAi
SWVi.
Wti
Nj,sWy4,
SWSE4; All N. M. P. M..
Mr, Willis Jack Boorish is running 2,
1,292.97 acroa.
No
m
bid will be accepted for leu than 15
around with a dining-roogirl. Mrs.
per acre, which shall be deemed to inGillis Fine! Maybe she can teach cents
clude and cover the first year's rental for
him some table manners. Judge.
said land, and no person will be permitted to
bid at such sale except he has prior to the
time set therefor, deposited with the CommisWhen one of these "eternal tri- sioner of Public Lands, or with his attent in
such sale, cash or certified exchange
chants
angles" is smashed, it ceases to be to the ofamount
bid.
of the above minimum
eternal.
Deposits of all unsuccessful bidders will be
bidder
successful
of
the
returned.
The deposit
of Public
will be held by the Commissioner
him applied in payment of such
"Might I ask you for this dance?" Lands and by
the successful bidder shall fail to
but
bid
if
"Please do, I've been dying to refuse complete his purchase by payinit on demand
you all evening." Flamingo.
any balance due under his purchase including
the cost of advertisina and the expenses incident thereto, then and In such event aueh
deposit shall be forfeited to the State of New
Lease will be
Mexico aa liquidated damages.
ROAD IMPROVEMENT
made In substantial conformity with oil anil
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Kas lease form No. SS on file in the office of
Bidd: October 10, 1922.
the Commissioner of Public Lands, copy of
Sealed uronoHBls will be received it the which will be furnished on application.
office o( the State Hiuhway Commission, Cap
The right is reserved by the Commissioner to
itol Building. Sant Fe. New Mexico, on Octo- reject any and all bids, either at the time of
ber 10. 1922. at 9 A. M.. for the construction sale or subsequent thereto.
of New Meicico Federal Aid Project No. 75,
Witness the hand and omciai seal ot tne
of Public Lands of the State
McKinley County, located between Guam and rVmmUainner
Blue Water. Length of project 20.18 miles.
of New Mexico, thia lath day of September,
73.969
3.0H2
4.905
49.940
3.100
18,205

C.E. Uhland
W,

in the retail price. Can you imagine
such a weak argument
The
importer bought the doll
abroad, taking advantage of the debased currency and pauper scale of
wages prevailing in portions of Europe, sold it here for just enough below the prevailing price to keep an
American producer out of the job of
making it, and the American consumer paid all the American market would
bear.
What do you think of the honesty
of those who make the argument that
an increase in the tariff is extortionate if at all adequate to protect the
American
producer, and that the
Aiti'-ricaconsumer will ha e to' loot
the b;i!V
Perhaps some of our Democratic
friends can enlighten us further on
this phase of the tariff.

r
r i
fax- nn
h
tu W1IUI V:
a(lnst iil-

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.

COMMISSIONERS
COUNTY
OF THE BOARD OF
mrstiNG HELD IN ROOM ONE COURTHOUSE, SATURDAY,
sept. 2ND, 1922.
One
Pursuant to call of the Chairman, the Board met in Room
of
Sept. 2nd, 1922, for the purpose of appointing Boards
for the various precincts of the County for the General Elec
held Tuesday, November 7th, 1922.
J. B. McKinley, Commissioner; C. M.
Present, W. H. Morris, Chairman;
BnnM Clerk: R. L. Roberts, Sheriff.
were appointed
the. following
, On motion regularly made and seconded,
Registration Boards for said precincts.
DotvKKMNGS

Registration
Prprinrt No. 1 M ent more
Books to H. A. Manda Company office.

doll be increased it
an enormous increase

1M1

FOR QUICK

New Mexico,
WITNESS MY HAND and seal of
said court thia 21st day of August,
1922.
C. M. ROUSE,
County Clerk, McKinley County, ADVERTISING it ATM I
and
Clerk of the DisPer I Hat typ Um, IS Mtt wk
Couallnt I enk vt lloo. Dm MH a
trict Court of said County.
mm
M
ana
lo

campany ordtr,
InMrtlani winwa.

(SEAL)
First publication Aug. 26,

1922.
Sept. 16, 1922.

Last publication,
(1144)

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Notice for Publication.
State Timber Sale.
Sale No. 1934.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to the provisions of law and regulations ot the State Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lands will
offer for sale at public auction to the
highest and best bidder at 9 o'clock
A. M., on October 16, 1922, in the
town of Gallup, County of McKinley,
State of New Mexico, at the front
door of the court house, all of the
dead timber standing and down and
all green timber having: a diameter
of 12 inches or more inside the bark
three feet from the butt, on the following described land: NVi, SWVi, NVi SEH, Section
24, T. H N., R. 16 W., N. M.
P. M.
There is estimated to be 350.000
feet, board measure, of timber available for cutting: on said land. No bids
will be accepted for less than $2.00
per M feet B. M. No one will be

...

in cwvrui

mV

FURNISHED room for Rent Phon
rings or call at 508 S. Second.
933
9
to
.
NEW MONARCH RANGE for Sate.
Phone 933 rings or call at 508 S.
9
to
Second St.
9--

9--

LOST Barrel for

shot gun,

between Gallup ana Morris mine.
Monday afternoon, Sept. 4. $5 reward
if returned to Herald office.

FOR RENT Furnished five
modern house. Write P. A. Box 459.
For

modern

Sale

bunnlow

with front and back porches, good
location. Phone 319 or call at corner
Woodrow and Logan Ave.
-tf

LOST W. A. Porter resorts the
loss of his watch, a 21 jewel Waltham,
some where while on the road be
dorf, Dlufield, Williamson, W. Va. Mr.
Porter says that he lost the watch
some where while o ntbe road between Gibson and Gallup, or some
where while on his inspecting trip of
coal at the several mines. Finder will
receive reward. Leave information at
Herald office, or deliver to Mr. Porter
at Gibson.

permitted to bid who has not prior
to time set for sale deposited with the
Commissioner or his agent in charge
of the sale the sum of $300.00 to cover
costs of advertising and incidental ex
penses and as part payment on pur
chase price of said timber, Deposits FOR SALE By
owner, new modem
will be re
of unsuccessful bidders
ft rnnm hnlifttv fiirnlarlArl RO tru Jnf.
turned but the successful bidder's de- Call mornings. B. Harding residence,
posit will be held and applied in pay- aunnysiue.
two to
ment of advertising expenses and on
first payment for said timber. One
third of the amount offered by the
successful bidder must be paid at time
PROFESSIONAL
of sale, and such successful bidder
will be required to enter into a contract providing for the payment of the illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIrr
balance in equal payments in one and
two years thereafter,
with proviso I
that payment shall in all cases be
DENTIST
made in advance of cutting, no timOver Wurm's Jewelry Store
ber to be cut until payment shall
Gallun. N. M.
have been made for same. Further

NOTICE FOR PUPLICATIOX.
U. S.
Department of the Interior, N.
M.,
Land Office at Santa Fe,
Aug. 18, 1922.
WnHnn ia horphtr eivpn that Georee information concerning this sale may
V VHrina nf ninowntpr. NpW MgX.. be obtained upon inquiry of the Comwho on Feb. 17th, 1921, made Add. missioner of Public Lands, The right
Homestead
Entry, No. 033381, for to reject any and all bids is reserved.
IN. A. VlbUU,
Wtt, Section 14, Township 14 N.,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
Ranire 11 West, N. M. P. Meridian,
9
to
has filed notice of intention to make (1543)
o ,m. Tf.-nrn osrnhlish claim to the
S.
land above described, before U.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Commissioner, at Urants, Valencia Department of the Interior, U. S.
Co., New Mex., on the 4th day of
Land Office at banta re, IS. m.,
October, 1922.
Aug. 18, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that Clinton
N.
nf Rlupwatcr.
Ta,A Stiloa
H. C. Jolly, of Bluewater, N. Mex., who,
Mex,; Henry Elkins, of Bluewater,
on March 4, 1921, made Homestead
Mex.; Thomas Allen, of Bluewater, N. Entrv. No. 031520 for all of Section
... 1ft UTADfr
r
O
Mex.; Mark Hardin, of Grants, N.
11., ivaiiKC iw ti cov.
"
50, TWIlsnip 1
Mex;
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice or
A. M. BEKliJiKK,
to make 3 year I'roor, to
kt'it'iste.'. intention
claim to the land above deestablish
to
(U4G) 5t.
scribed, before U. S. Commissioner, at
Grants, Valencia County, N. Mex., on
In the District Court Within and for the 4th day of October, 1922.
the County of McKinley and State
Claimant names as witnesses:
of New Mexico.
Samuel Tavlor. of Bluewater, New
Max Frkovich,
Mex.; Frank Packett, of Bluewater,
New Mex.; Arthur (Jarter, ol
Plaintiff.
No. 1935,
New Mex.; Samuel Sherley, of
vs.
unknown
heirs, Bluewater, New Mex.
Ellen Woodside, the
deceased;
A. 01. HrJKULiilKi,
of Ellen Woodside,
Register.
Elizabeth Doane, the unknown
to
heirs
of Elizabeth Doane
(1145) 5t.
L.
the
James
Murphy,
unknown heirs of James L. MurWithin and for
Court
In the District
L. Brown,
Charles
.
.
.1
: I
,
phy, deceased;
the Uiuniy oi mciviniej nu
deceased, the unknown heirs of
New Mexico.
Stilt
nf
deceased;
L.
Brown,
Charles
Charles Liebalt Brown, (a minor), Barbara Maloney,
Brown Lewis;
Homer
jfiaincin.
and Irene
va
Karl Leopold Brey, and the unS. Harlan, the unknown heirs
Carl
Karl
Leopold
of
heirs
known
of Uarl s. tiarian, aecetteuj
Brey, deceased; Florine Ernestine
Liuda C. Harlan, the unknown
Sturgel Brey, and the unknown
heirs of Liuda C. Harlan, deheirs of Florine Ernestine Sturgel
James S. Thompson, the
Anna
Adelindo
ceased;
Brey, deceased;
heirs of James S.
unknown
Brey Yucht, and the unknown
Eva J.
deceased,
Anna
Adelinde
Thompson,
of
Brey
heirs
unknown
and
the
Richard
Otto
Thompson,
deceased;
Yucht,
claimants of interest in the
Brey, the unknown heirs of Otto
premises, adverse to the plaintiff.
Richard Brey, deceased; Marie
Defendants.
Brown, deceased, the unknown
No. 1!44.
heirs of Marie Brown, deceased;
VATH'R flP SUIT.
Mary Brown, the unknown heirs
John TO THE ABOVE NAMED DE
of Mary Brown, deceased;
FENDANTS:
unknown heirs
,
,
D, Heindl, the
deceased;
of John D. Heindl,
tiled
been
has
by
notified that suit
John D. Heidel, and the unknown
.L la miW
name nlainfif
llltt Buurc nnmf,rl
LT.uit.u.., M..V.
heirs of John D. Heidel, deceased;
pending against the above named de
Joseph Heidel, the unknown heirs
District i,ourc oi
fendants, in the Naur
of Joseph Heidel, deceased; Anna
said suit
heirs of
('ntir 1944Mexico,
Heidel, the unknown
of the docket
Numbered
Anna Heidel, deceased; and the buinir
of said court,
unknown claimants of interest in
to the
That the general objects ot saici
the premises, adverse
suit are to quiet and set ac rest, plain-i:ff- a
f
,
plaintf
in nnH tn tha fnllnwintr
'
Defendants.
All of
t:
described premises,
NOTICE OF SUIT.
tuuuwu
JNuniDerea
iweivev , m,
: r.
TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFEND- Lots
-- .
....
ana ruieeu
MTO .
(13), 0Uteen
;
MnmVipr Kixtv One (61) of
You and each of you, are hereby
or tne Aovn ui
notified that suit nas Deen niea uy the Original iownsite
Gallup, McMniey uounty, new iua-icthe above named plaintiff, and is now
debs the same is surveyed and
pending against the above named Mcplatted of record.
fendants, in the District Court of
That tne piaimui pruys iui mo
Kinley County, New Mexico, said suit
establishment of her estate in said
being Numbered 1935 on the docket
.n,l fs. har and fnrnver estoD
. t anA
tllirt
said defen
That the general objects of said you and each of you, the
aummig mi
suit are to quiet anu sec ac reai, dants, irom navingtheor said
premises,
follow- right or title to
plaintiff's title, in and to the
-- cn
tn thn nlninriff. find that
All
ing described premises,
be forever
of Lots Numbered Six (6), Seven (7), plaintiff's title thereto
and set at rest.
Eight (8), Nine (9), Ten (10), Elev quietedare further notified that unless
en (11), Twelve Uz)j iniriecn
io). Youand each of
you enter nn ap- Fourteen
(14), in Block Numbered you,
Itl flQWI fTMlU. fill II" T- llt!LUIC
Hnnwn
niA
or
dcu
tne ongnai ictuani.ci
Thirty-Thre- e
M),
the 20th day of October, 1922, judg
Townsite of the Town of Gallup,
rVinntv Mpw Msxico. as the ment, will Up renderea in saiu cause
l.ir rlufnlilt
,r,,
of ,w..,;.,t
and platted
(;
,vU UJ
same i
surveyed
name
ana aaaress oi piuiiihij. d
The
record.
la U
C ripnnv. whose Post
That the plaintiff prays for the
address is Gallup,
business
and
Office
said
in
estate
his
nf
"
'
tO til''.
New Mexico.
forever
and
to
estop
and
bar
property,
WTTWtrSQ Mv hnnri nnrl rabI ot salQ
defenyou and each of you, the said
this 30th day of August, 1922.
court
or
any
claiming
from
having
dants, .
C. M. ROUSE,
tlfla tn the RAirl premises.
Clerk,
McKinley County,
County
and
that
to
the
adverse
plaintiff,
Clerk of the
and
thereto be forever
plaintiff's title rest.
said County.
Court
of
District
set
and
at
quieted
You are further notified that unless (Seal of District Court.)
First Publication September 2nd. 1922.
you, and each of you enter an appear1922
ance in said cause, on or before the Last Publication September 23rd,
10th day of October, 1922, judgment (1195) 4t 2 to
llt-7-2-

J.R. GAINES

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii!

F. W. WURM
Eyes Examined and Glasses Fitted
by Specialist
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO.

J. S. MORROW
Accountant

A

Blue-wate-

r,

McKinley County Bank Building

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO
EDMUND R. FRENCH
Lawyer
Member Bar: Supreme Court United
States, Supreme Court of New
t
Mexico.
Office: 205 Coal Avenue.
,

MARTIN & CHAPMAN,

d;

.

.

Attorneys-At-La-

OFFICES:

Gallup, New Mexico.
MBMSBsWefMBeBeBsBaiBBsSSIBSsBM-lBBs-

DR. E. PARK SELLARD
Registered Optometrist
Latest Equipment for Properly Test
ing Eyea
P0STOFF1CE BUILDING

DR. M. M. ELLISON

DENTIST
Gallup Clinic Building

Gallup

,

New Mexico

1

mc-!;.,- !,.

i

to-wi-

A

..,t.,

t:

W.

SHERIDAN, M. D.

M.

Practice Limited to:

Diseases and
Diseases of the Skin
Washerman Laboratory in Connectiaa
PHONE 866
Citizens Bsnk Building
' ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M.
Genito-Urina-

ry

RUIZ & OVERSON
Attorneys. At-Ls-w

Practice in all Courts of
New Mexico and Arizona
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
Pastor of The Methodist Church
Residence 800 3rd Street

Phone No. 288.
At Home In the Study 8 to 11:30 A.
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
At Your Service At All Hours.
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Ex-Offi-
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DR. MERV1NE
Osteopathic Physician

ACUTE and CHRONIC
DISEASES
COMMERCIAL
HOTEL

.
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WEDNESDAY
Repeating
"SONNY."

gnedal Feature Comedy,
"JlIS NIBS."
JOUR ACTS OF

THURSDAY
Cosmopolitan

VAUDEVILLE
p. m.

.

llatitiee 2:30
Prket 10 and

.

.

SATURDAY
Oliver Morosco's Production,

.

TUESDAY

"SONNY."
. -- Century Comedy,
"YOU AND ME,"

I

j

Weekly News.

'

APLINE ENTERTAINERS
3 People
Swiss Alpine Sing-

ing
i

and Music

l

111

MANTAN AND GATES
2 People Colored Comedy

Singing and Talking,

I

J. S. Morrow, accountant, is now
fully recovered from his illness and is
able to be on dutv at his desk in the
offices of A. T. Hannett.

.

Fifty-Fiv-

e

Minutes of Fine
Entertainment

The weekly Kiwanis luncheon was
on Wednesday in place of Thursday in order to entertain the Undertakers convention.
held

The newly installed banquet room
the White Cafe was christened
Tuesday by the Undertakers banquet.

I

Joe Hager of Crown Point was in
Gallup Tuesday on business.

Iff!
CHOSE ENDORSED
BY ASSOCIATION

Dr. Wilson has returned home from
escorting his son Jim to his school at
Palo Alto, Cal.

WIENIE WURST ROAST

--

The members of the McKinley
Comity Teachers' Association desire
to go on record as disapproving the
action of the state tax commission
m the matter of teachers' salaries.
W commend the action of County
Superintendent H. W. Brose and the
McKinley County Board of Education
in their efforts to oppose the tax
commission'
ruling and pledge our
, united support in any action they may
take in the courts to secure the rights
of the teachers.

J

o

i

J

"Hold Hard Coal Parley"
line. Are any of them soft?

I

Serving
Goes

In order to accommodate their customers, the Manhattan Cafe has put
We are informed
on night service.
that their night service has increased
leverv nignt since me new kukv mr.
been inaugurated.

J, R. Willis' studio is undergoing
winimprovements so that the display
dows will present the many attractive
works of art of the place. A large
window has been cut in for the photo
be imdepartment The place is to
a
for
time
display
great
in
proved
during the Indian Ceremonial.

Before
Selling

head-

A number of young people enjoyed a wienie roast Wednesday night,
and the following made up the list of
Misses
roasters:
Kitchen,
Mary
Mary Zanardi, Mary Menapace, Mary
Mabel
Jennie
Oliver,
Lorenzino,
Caviggia, Anna Camillo, Rose Divine, and Pete Fisher, Tom Boggia,
Charles
Tulio
DePauli,
Zanardi,
Roland Glass, Frank Balacco, Frank
Frank
Martinet!!, Frank Menapace,
Grosley and Jimmie Borra.
o
"Where's the nearest garage? I've
only got a gallon of gas left " "Wal,
it'B about thirty miles. That'll give
you a purty good idea how far. you
can go on a gallon.
Judge.

September eighth a marriage

li-

cense was issued to Juana Herrara
and Encamacion Vargas, both of Gallup.
They were married by Rev.

Renbert Kawalski. A license was also
issued to Damasia Reed and James!
Chaves, both of Gallup.
Those from Gallup whoare attendthe University of New Mexico at
Albuquerque aree: Misses Mary and
Helen Wood, Mary Willson. Messrs
Willard Stofer, Vance Scoopmire,
James Civeralo, Johnnie Grenko, and
Bruce McDonald.

The annual meeting of New Mexico
Funeral Directors and Embalmers was
held in Gallup, D. Rollie as president,
and enjoyed one of the most interestin the hising and profitable meetingsProf.
W. G.
tory of the association.
Iowa, of the
Carpenter of Des Moines,
School of EmHohenschuh-Carpentbalming, was present and delivered
demonlectures and supenintended

Here

er

strations.
New officers for the ensuing year
are as follows: President. C. T. French
of Albuquerque; first
Mrs. Viola Rush of Raton; second

The will to serve
is more noticeable
at this shop than
the wish to sell.

Miss Helen Crandall left Thursdav
for Tuscon where she will enter the
e
University of Arizona for her
year.

!

II

,j
i

In choosing a Fall
Suit or Top Coat
here, we want you
to take your time
you can't take
too much of ours.

X

SUITS
$30.00 to $45.00
BUSINESS
MEN'S

SUITS
$17.00 to $30.00

Miocker's

Approaches With Unusual Interest

,

"5

We Are Prepared

Men'sStore

to Furnish Parties with
Lunchettes of Just the Eatables You Want.
Ready-to-Ser-

WHITE CAFE
Costs You Less and You Get the Best

I
i

l

.

1

(CongregationaD

"Papa, these shoes hurt me ewj
step I take." "Take longer steps, tu
ny, and there won t be so many

3

Wiheeler s Magazine.

1f

Mrs. A. H. De Long entertained at
dinner Tuesday in honor of Miss Dora
Helen Crandall
and
Lynn. Misses
Clydas Richards were the guests. '

Value Is the Something

Miss Helen Crandall entertained at
dinner on Wednesday in honor of
Misses Ollie Ward and Dora Lynn,

Sum You Pay

You Get, Not the

J

"Worship Is Preparation for Service."
9:45, junior church worship with
fine pictures on the "Life of Christ."
10, church school, H. H, Beeson,
with classes for all
superintendent,
ages. The adults are reminded of the
Adult class under the able direction of
Mrs. Lillian Wilson.
11. morning worship.
Sermon by
Dr. U. S. Villars on "The Survival of
the Unfit." Mr. Villars is a man with
a real, vital message.
Be sure to
hear him!
7:15 note change of time "Worth
While" service.
This will be a big
mass meeting featuring Dr. U. S. Villars in a fine address and the finest
religious film ever produced "The
Makers of Men." It is a film that you
will deeply regret if you do not see it
Sunday night. No admission charge
altho an offering will be received. The
general public is most cordially
invited.

'

--

'

Fresh

Cor. Coal Avenue at Second-Phon-

I
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JOHNSTON'S
CANDIES

a

HOFFMAN'S

Ai

5

HAND DIPPED

tie

CHOCOLATES

a

'

and

METHODIST CHURCH
JOHN W. HENDRIX

Pastor

Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. Classes
suited to all sizes and ages. Tublic
worship both morning and evening.
Subject of morning sermon, "Uncertain Investments."
In the evening we are to have with
us Dr. Villars, of
Albuquerque. He is
a speaker of ability and we
cordially
invite any of the other churches to
with
us
who care to. The service
join
will be of special interest.
At each of these services there will
be good music.
Mother Why don't you like this
animal alphabet Aunt Abbie sent
you? Ralph Waldo
It
does not interest Higginthwate
me, mamma it
takes no cognizance whatever of the
theory of evolution. Life.

WHITMAN'S
BOX

THE STYLE SHOP

s

CANDIES

fi
at

aft

M

JENKINS

DRUG

STORE

Kayser Silk Gloves, Armor Plate Hosiery, Vanity Fair Silk Undergarments
WE MAKE PRICE REDUCTION ON COMPLETE TROUSSEAUS

f

a
k

K
ai

Shipment

Wm. Frank Gowns, Head Wreaths,

,

i

k

We Cam Furnish You With a Complete Trousseau
!

d

to

IF YOU NEED A WEDDING GOWN
YOU NEED THE STYLE SHOP

;

i

i

at

.

LEWIS A. STARK. Minister
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CHURCH IN CHRIST

Law-rent-

ve

Sil-

For Those Who Worship
At Gallup Churches

The management of the Rex
Mrs. George Gardener and party
have returned from their California Theatre announce that the prices of
visit. They were gone several weeks the Bert Levy Vaudeville will be 75
and enjoyed every day of their stay. cents for adults and 25 cents for
children. In justification of this adMrs. L. J. Roat has returned home vance in prices for the vaudeville
from her visit with her parents at shows it is pointed out that the Bert
are the highest
Morris, 111. Louie is as happy as they Levy vaudevilles
make them now that his house keeper class players now on the western ciris on the job.
cuit, and that the shows are well
worth the money. Prices for matinee
Alfred Ruiz, Jr., who has been ill will be 55 cents for adults and 10
for some time and at St. Mary hospi- cents for children.
tal, has improved so as to be able to
be taken to his home.
Little Miss Abbey De Long, dainty
little daughter of Dr. and Mrs. A, H.
The big new store for F. S.
e De Long entertained
twenty five of
is nearing completion,
This her play mates on Saturday. Miss
store will be the largest department Abbey was four years old on that
Ftore in Gallup, and Mr. Lawrence date.
is determined to make it the most
modern shopping place in Western
E.
Mrfs.
W. Marable and two
New Mexico.
daughters of Roswell, who have been
the house guests of Mrs. G. A. Payne
Miss Albina Menapace has returned for the past week left
Friday for Cafrom her six weeks' vacation trip to lifornia where the Misses Marable will
on
enter
and
is
the
the
the
Mrs.
job at
Angeles,
Marable is
university.
Dr. E. Parke Sellard place.
a sister of Mrs. Paynee.

I

new prices.

e,

Mrs. T. A. Warring of Cimarron,
N. M., is visiting in Gallup, the guest
The High School Athletic associa- of Mr. and Mrs. Giles Master and
tion organized Wednesday. The offi- others. Mrs. Warring owns property
cers elected are: President, Katherine interests here.
t,
Alex Kitchen,
Clark,
Mrs. Simon Danoff and Baby JoSecretary, Eloise Burke, Treasurer,
Mithchell Cory, Yell leaders, Hubert seph Marvin Danoff are in California
for an extended visit.
Crandall and Pete Liberatte.

THE HUNTING SEASON

boxes, priced tit

to

illness.

1

shipment of

rist

STEIN-BLOC- H

Miss Ethel Cory was confined to
her home this week, on account of

!!

Just received a
t;

L.G.Shanl!ll

I

?

of

C. T. Hinman

Soph-mor-

if.,!
M

Bon

Thos.
ver City; third
A. Blakemore of Albuquerque; treasurer, J. A. Mahoney of Deming; secretary, C. A. Rising of Santa Fe.
Roswell was selected as the meeting Hardware
Vvntik
place for 1923.
members
There were thirty-fiv- e
Vnh onH cvprv nn was verv
agreeably surprised to find such an PROMINENT COUPLE
institution in uauup as ine uauup
Verv few
lTrwIuvfol int ' fVininanv.
wed tosa:
cities can show a more modern under
)
Announcements have been enm
taking establishment than baiiup nas.
..
.
the
Herald
iwifi;
for
iii-the
J
I1C
J
r by
"
plant
plies for funerals was one of the most of Miss Florence Martha Cavur
witnessed.
O.
Mr.
ever
and
Albert
Lebeck, to t
comprehensive
A banquet was given in the room place at the home of Mr. anj t
an
with
Cafe
James
of the White
approCavanaugh,
parents f t
inbride-to-bthe Rev. Father ReaL
priate program. Rev. Hendrix
all
the
drink
to
to officiate.
vited the guests
up
I
cmVialminc
fluid thev could find, to
Mr. Lebeck is one among our Mr
S.
Lawernece
F.
inent young men, industrious, (fit
which Senator
amened by saying that he was un- ling character, and is to be eacr
fluid
ulated for his choice, Miss Cvur
able to get any embalming
free, that what he could find out a Gallup girl, educated here, Ji
cost
most of the stuff
any where member of one of our best famiCa, )
Mr. Lebeck was for a time witlf
around $20 per quart.
The members left Thursday and Gallup National Bank, later will
all expressed themselves as having Gallup State Bank, now bookW
enjoyed every minuet of their stay in for the M. J. Connolly company, E
Gallup, that coming here proved to is a brother of Geo. C .Lebeck, at 1
not knowing that firm of Lebeck & Wylie.
be a revelation,
)
Miss Cavanaueh has been ennisit:
such an important city as Gallup was
on the map.
by the Gallup American Coal eav
Mr. Rollie, the retiring president, pany for some time in the ckrt
is to be congratulated for having the department.
,
After the wedding the couple if
association to meet in Gallup.
leave for a visit with Mr. Letf
people in Maryland, thence to L
York and other places.
Mr, and Mrs. Lebeck will be at lav
ANNOUNCEMENTS
on and after October 25, next

ing

Mrs. Lish and son Phillip of Fuller-toCalifornia are visiting friends in
Gallup.

Lunch

EMBALMERS AND
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

of

I

j

;

towns.

MEEKER AN DREED
2 People Novelty Singing
and Talking

Dancing.

'

ill!

HAZEL STALLINGS
Female-T- he
Ace of Whistlers

Mrs. B. F. Wamsley and Mrs. Lottie
after
returned Friday
Mellinger
two weeks
spending a very pleasant
at Los Angeles and neighboring
beaches.

Villars, field representative

Dr. E. Parke Sellard has gone to
Hot Springs, New Mexico, for the
benefit of his health. Before returning home he will visit in El Paso,
returning via some of the southern

Vaudeville Program

1

1
i

"THE HALF BREED."
Christie Comedy,
"Mile a Minute Mary."

Richard Barthelmeu in

S.

the American Red Cross, headquar
ters at Albuquerque, is in our city.
Mr. Villars will deliver an address at
the Congregational church Sunday at
11 a. m., and at 7:15 p. m., and then
at the Methodist church at 8 o'clock.
Mr. Villars informs us that a large
tent will be provided at the Indian
Ceremonial to serve as a rest room
for ladies and children, and a Red
Cross nurse will be in charge. This
will be a great accommodation to the
visitors at the Ceremonial.
of

Repeating

',: VAUDEVILLE
,

U.

"FIND THE WOMAN."

"UI8 NIBS" and

i,1

Production,

FRIDAY

KCNDAY

Additional Locals

Mrs. L. A. King entertained the
Sewing Circle on Thursday. Delicious refreshments were served to
Mesdames G. A. Payne, Clarke King,
Jim Carman, J. A. Watson, T. A.
Fuhrman, R. H. Haggard and Miss
Pauline Marable.

"FIND THE WOMAN."
Snub Pollard Comedy,
"JUMP YOUR JOB

66c.
Evening 7:80 p. m.
Prlcei 26c and 76c.

.
M f
a TT Noel liirner oi nm d1j.i..bi
is now with the City Meat Market aa
meat cutter.

f

On Wednesday Mrs. Kennerly en
tertained at luncheon for the Eastern
Star Social club. Plates were laid for
Mesdames W. R. Cregar, H. G. Will- son, J. M. Boyle. M. S. Glied, Y. L.
Evans, Ed Hart, 1'almer Ketner, S.

Frcram For Nest Week
-

'

The churches of the city and" the
Womun's Club will hold a reception
for the teachers of the public schools
at the City Club on Wednesday, the
twentieth, at 8:30 p. m. All are cor
4
dially invited.

TMEATRE

SUNDAY

'

EXCLUSIVE BUT NOT EXPENSIVE

a
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